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CRIMES OF VIOLENCE MOTIVATED BY
GENDER
TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 16, 1993
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
SUBCOMMITTEE ON CIVIL AND CONSTITUTIONAL RIGHTS,
COMMITTEE ON THE JUDICIARY,

Washington, DC.
The subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 1:35 p.m., in room
2237, Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. Don Edwards (chairman of the subcommittee) presiding.
Present: Representatives Don Edwards, Patricia Schroeder,
Barney Frank, Jerrold Nadler, Henry J. Hyde, Howard Coble, and
Charles T. Canady.
Also present: Catherine LeRoy, counsel, Virginia Sloan, assistant
counsel; James X. Dempsey, assistant counsel; and Kathryn
Hazeem, minority counsel.
OPENING STATEF13NT OF CHAIRMAN EDWARDS
Mr. EDWARDS. This is an oversight hearing on crimes of violence
motivated by gender.
As you can see from the schedule, we had scheduled as our first
witness James Turner, Acting Assistant Attorney General of the
Civil Rights Division. He is en route.
In the meantime, will panel number one come to the witness
table-Sally Goldfarb, senior staff attorney, National Organization
for Women, Legal Defense and Education Fund, from New York;
Elizabeth Symonds, legislative counsel, American Civil Liberties
Union, here in Washington, DC; Bruce Fein, attorney at law, Great
Falls, VA.
We welcome all of you. We have some time restraints, because
Mr. Schumer's Subcommittee on Crime and Criminal Justice will
meet within an hour and a half or so, and we have to adjourn for
the markup of some very important bills. So we're going to try to
limit you to around 5 or 6 minutes. We'll be as generous as we can
with the time. You'll see the little red light go on, which means you
can sort of wind up.
Ms. Goldfarb, you are welcome. Without objection, all three of
your statements will be made a part of the record in full. Ms. Goldfarb, you may proceed.

STATEMENT OF SALLY GOLDFARB, SENIOR STAFF ATTORNEY,
NOW LEGAL DEFENSE AND EDUCATION FUND
Ms. GOLDFARB. Thank you, Mr. Chairman and members of the
subcommittee. I am Sally Goldfarb, senior staff attorney of the
NOW Legal Defense and Education Fund.
On be alf of the NOW Legal Defense and Education Fund, I
chair a national task force of hundreds of religious, labor, medical
mental health, aging, civil rights, women's, children's and victims
rights organizations, all of which are concerned about the impact
of violence on the lives of women and girls. NOW LDEF strongly
urges you to support the civil rights provision of the Violence
Against Women Act, which we view as a major step forward for
women's equality.
Currently, there is an epidemic of violent crime against women,
and women and girls are targets for many types of violence because
of their sex. It is certainly true that many men are victims of
crime, and this is a source of concern as well.
However, women must fear not only the crimes that confront all
members of society, but also those that are inflicted exclusively or
predominantly on the female half of our population. When half of
our society is at risk of terror, brutality, serious injury and
even death just because they are female, that is a form of
discrimination.
In recent years, we have made dramatic progress toward legal
equality for women. But existing laws are worth little if women
just jeopardize their physical safety to seek out the opportunities
that are open to them at home, work, school, and in the
community.
The Violence Against Women Act would declare that crimes of violence motivated by gender are discriminatory and violate the victim's civil rights under Federal law. It would provide a civil cause
of action for the deprivation of this right.
Both H.R. 1133 and S. 11, which are under consideration in the
Senate, contain several important limitations that curtail the scope
of this new Federal remedy. The bills do not confer jurisdiction on
Federal courts to decide divorce or domestic relations cases. Cases
filed in State court may not be removed to Federal court.
The civil rights remedy will cover only those acts that rise to the
level of a felony under State or Federal law, and the burden rests
on the plaintiff at all times to prove by a preponderance of the evidence that the crime was motivated by gender. Thus, it's very clear
that not every crime against a woman would qualify for relief
under the bill.
However, there are also differences between the House and Senate bills. In May of this year, S. 11 was narrowed in several significant ways in an effort to clarify the cause of action. As a result,
title III in the Senate bill now provides that only crimes against
a person and crimes against proprc.rty, that pose a risk of physical
injury to a person are covered.
The Senate bill has deleted the presumption that rape and sexual assault are motivated by gender, and the Senate bill has added
a requirement that in order to meet the definition of crime of violence motivated by gender, the plaintiff must prove that the crime
was due at least in part to an animus based on gender.

All of these changes were adopted after extensive discussions
with Federal judges, civil liberties groups, and others concerned
about the sco pe of the proposed civil rights remedy.
NOW Legal Defense and Education Fund strongly supports title
III of H.R. 1133 in its present form. We feel that it is clear, workable, and sound public policy. However, we have also endorsed the
Senate bill, S. 11. Therefore, if it is necessary to modify the House
bill along the lines already adopted in the Senate, NOW LDEF will
continue to support this legislation.
Some have asked how the Violence Against Women Act's civil
rights remedy will apply in practice. A very good analogy is provided by looking at how people prove that a crime is racially motivated uider civil rights laws that exist today.
The evidence typically presented in those cases includes racially
derogatory remarks made by the assailant, membership of the victim in a different racial group than the assailant, a history of similar attacks by that assailant against other members of the victim's
racial group, a pattern of attacks in a certain neighborhood or time
period, lack of provocation, use of excessive force and so on. No one
of these elements is indispensable, and each case is judged on the
totality of its own facts.
Nevertheless, it's clear that if you substitute the word gender in
place of race in that list, many but not all crimes against women
will qualify as crimes of violence motivated by gender.
Enactment of title III of the Violence Against Women Act would
convey a very powerful message that violence motivated bygender
is not just an individual crime or personal injury, but is a form of
discrimination. It's an assault on our publicly shared idea of
equality.
But the impact of this legislation will not be purely symbolic.
Many victims who are currently denied access to justice under
State criminal and civil laws would for the first time have the opportunity to seek legal redress.
The Congress has a historic opportunity to play a crucial role in
the effort both to combat crime and to redress discrimination
a ainst women. We urge you to support the Violence Against
omen Act. Thank you.
I will be happy to answer any questions you might have.

Mr. EDWARDS. Thank you very much.
[The prepared statement of Ms. Goldfarb follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF SALLY GOLDFARB, SENIOR STAFF
ATTORNEY, NOW LEGAL DEFENSE AND EDUCATION FUND

Kr. Chairman and members of the Subcommittee, thank you for the
opportunity to appear before you to discuss the Violence Against
Women Act, H.R.1133. I am Sally Goldfarb, Senior Staff Attorney of
the NOW Legal Defense and Education Fund (NOW WEF).
NOW LDEF is
an independent, non-profit public interest legal organization
dedicated to eliminating sex discrimination and securing equality
for women and girls. Violence against women is one of NOW LDEF's
chief concerns, and we have been working for several years to
support the enactment of the Violence Against Women Act.
On behalf of NOW WDEF, I chair a national task force of almost one
thousand organizations and individuals concerned about the epidemic
of violence currently facing American women.
The task force
includes groups from the religious, labor, medical, mental health,
aging, civil rights, women's, children*s and victims' rights
communities, all of which are united by a concern about the impact
of violence on the ability of women and girls to participate as
equals in our society. I am here today, however, to present the
views of the NOW Legal Defense and Education Fund on this important
legislation. NOW LDEF strongly endorses the Violence Against Women
Act and urges you to support it. I will focus my remarks today on
Title InI of the Act, which we view as a major step forward for
women's equality.
The E2idemic of Violent Crime Against Women
In America today, a woman faces a startlingly high likelihood of
being the victim of a violent crime. Grim statistics reveal the
thread of violence that runs through the lives of American women.
Every 15 seconds,
boyfriend.'

a woman

is

beaten

by

her

husband

or

*

Every 6 minutes, a woman is forcibly raped.'

•

One fifth tO one half of American women were sexually abused
as children, most of them by an older male relative.
One out of every eight adult women, or at least 12.1 million
American women, has been the victim of forcible rape sometime
in her lifetime.'

Women in all walks of life are at risk.
*

One out of every four female college students will be sexually
attacked before graduating; one in seven will he raped.'

*

The murder rate for women aged 65 and older has climbed by 30
percent since 1974, while the murder rate for men in the same
aga group has dropped by 6 percent.'

African-American women are almost twice as likely to be raped
an white women. Yet rapes of African-American women are loss
likely than rapes of white womer to result in prosecution,
conviction, and stern sentence. 7 \
Domestic violence cuts across all racial, religious, ethnic
and socioeconomic lines.$
Gender-Motivated Violence: An Assault on Women's Riaht to Eualitv
Women and girls are targets for many types of violence because of
their sex.
It is certainly true that many men are victims of
crime, and this is a source of concern as well. However, women
must fear not only the crimes that confront all members of our
society, but also those that are inflicted exclusively or
overwhelmingly on the female half of our population.
*

During the past decade, rape rates have risen nearly 4 times
as fast as the total crime rate.'
Since 1974, the rates for assault and many other violent
crimes against women have increased dramatically, while the
rates
for
the same crimes against men have
actually
0
declined.'

*

Girls are estimated to be two to ten times more
surfer childhood sexual abuse than boys."1

likely to

When half the members of our society are at greater risk of terror,
brutality, serious injury and even death just because they are
female, that is a form of discrimination.
Moreover, violent
attacks reinforce and maintain the disadvantaged status of women as
a group.
•

Empirical studies of convicted rapists demonstrate that they
hold extreme attitudes about men's right to dominate women and
women's inherent inferiority."2
In December 1989, a man murdered fourteen female engineering
students in Montreal after proclaiming his
vicious hatred of
13
all women and especially of "feminists."
Much like racial attacks, attacks on individual women create
a climate of terror that makes all women afraid to step "out
of line."
Pervasive fear of sexual assault and other crimes
forces women to take elaborate precautions that limit their
options
for
education, employment,
travel,
and other
activities.

In recent years, we have made dramatic progress toward legal
equality for women. But existing laws against discrimination are
worth little if women must jeopardize their physical safety to seek
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out the opportunities that have been opened to them at home, work,
school, and in the community.
The Violence Aaainst Women Act's Civil Rights Provision

The versions of the Violence Against Women Act that are under
consideration in the House (H.R. 1133) and the Senate (S. 11) both
contain a civil rights provisioa, in Title III. Both would declare
that crimes of violence motivated by gender are discriminatory and
violate the victim's civil rights under federal law. Both provide
a civil cause of action for deprivation of this right.
A person
who proves that a crime of violence was motivated by gender is
eligible to receive compensatory damages, punitive damages,
injunctive relief and declaratory relief.
However, there are differences between the two bills.
In May of
this year, the Senate bill was narrowed in several significant ways
in an effort to clarify and limit the cause of action provided.
These changes were adopted after extensive discussions with federal
judges, civil liberties groups, and others concerned about the
scope of the proposed civil rights remedy. As a result, Title III
of the Senate bill now provides that only crimes against a person,
and crimes against property that pose a risk of physical injury to
a person, are covered; deletes a presumption that rape and sexual
assault are motivated by gender; and adds a requirement that, in
order to meet the definition of "crime of violence motivated by
gender," the plaintiff must prove that the crime was due, at least
in part, to an animus based on gender.
The NOW Legal Defense and Education Fund strongly supports Title
III of H.R. 1133 in its present form. We feel that the definition
of "crime of violence motivated by gender" furnished in the bill is
clear, workable, and sound public policy. However, we have also
endorsed the Senate bill, S. 11. Therefore, if it is necessary to
modify

the

House

bill

along

the

lines

already

adopted

in

the

Senate, NOW LDEF will continue to support the legislation. If the
term "animus" is adopted, it would be helpful to clarify that the
term means simply intent or purpose, aw it was originally used in
the case Griffin v. Breckenrida", 403 U.S. 88 (1971).
Several important limitations already appear in both H.R. 1133 and
S. 11. Both bills contain an explicit statement that the Violence
Against Women Act does not confer jurisdiction on federal courts to
decide divorce or domestic relations cases. In addition, the civil
rights remedy extends only to acts that wo,,ld rise to the level of
a felony under state or federal law. It does not cover random acts
of violence unrelated to gender. Thus, it is amply clear that not
every crime against a woman would qualify.
Indeed, the civil
rights remedy is gender-neutral and is available to male or female
victims of serious gender-motivated crimes.

The burden rest* on the plaintiff to prove by a preponderance of
the evidence that the crime was motivated by gender. Proving that
a crime was gender-motivated under the new law will presumably be
analogous to proving that a crime was racially motivated under
existing laws. Evidence typically presented in civil rights cases
racially derogatory epithets
alleging racial violence include:
used by the assailant, membership of the victim in a different
racial group than the assailant, a history of similar attacks by
the assailant against ot'vr members of the victim's racial group,
a pattern of attacks against victims of a certain race in a certain
neighborhood and time period, lack of provocation, use of force
that 4 is excessive in light of the absence of other motivations,
etc.' By substituting "gender" for 'race" in the foregoing list,
it becomes apparent that many -- but not all -- crimes against
women will qualify as crimes of violence motivated by gender.
Recognizing the gender-discriminatory element in some violent
crimes is not radical or unprecedented. Not only does federal law
for racially-discriminatory
already
contain civil
remedies
violence, but the Hate Crimes Sentencing Enhancement Act of 1993
(H.R. 1152), which passed this House in September and is under
consideration as part of the Senate crime bill, provides increased
sentences for defendants convicted in federal court of having
selected a victim because of gender. The Violence Against Women
Act simply takes this principle and applies it to a civil, rather
than criminal, remedy. Moreover, unlike the Hate Crimes Sentencing
Enhancement Act, application of the Violence Against Women Act is
not limited to crimes occurrinq in federal lands.
To the extent that questions remain about how this cause of action
will work in practice, this is to be expected with any cutting-edge
legislation. As Judge Stanley Marcus, chair of the U.S. Judicial
Conference Ad Hoc Committee on Gender-3ased Violence, has helpfully
pointed out, it is inevitable that there are some questions about
legislation that cannot be answered until cases are litigated and
judges have the opportunity to apply the law to specific facts.as
What Title III Will Accomlish
Because of gender-based violence, American women and girls are
Just as a
relegated to a form of second-class citizenship.
democratic society cannot tolerate violence motivated by the
victim's membership in a minority racial group, and must pass
special laws to combat such oppression, so too we need effective
federal laws to combat violent crimes motivated by the victim's
gender.
The enactment of civil rights legislation would convey a powerful
not merely an
message: that violence motivated by gender is
injury,
but is
a form of
individual crime or a personal
discrimination, an assault on a publicly-shared ideal of equality.
When half of our citizens are not safe at home or on the streets
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because of their sex, our entire society is diminished.
The impact of the legislation would not be purely symbolic,
however.
Federal recognition that gender-based violence is a form
of discrimination is likely to alter the way both men and women
regard sexual assault and domestic violence. The impact of this
attitudinal change will be felt in homes, streets, and workplaces.
It will also be felt in courtrooms. Currently, jury stv'dies and
research on gender bias in the judiciary have shown that the "boys
will be boys*/"she must have asked for it"
mentality that prevails
in most sectors of our society has a direct, measurable effect on
the outcome of cases involving sexual assault, domestic violence,
and a host of other issues where men's violence toward women is
directly or tangentially involved.$
Thus, the educational power
of the VAN Act is of immense practical importance to the
development of American law.
In addition, many victims who are currently unable to succeed in
state criminal and civil proceedings would, for the first time,
have access to legal redress.
It is not true that all men who beat or rape women lack the
resources to pay damages. In fact, violence against women is found
at every socioeconomic level in America. For some victims, even a
damages judgment that cannot be collected (or a judgment granting
only declaratory or injunctive relief) will be seen as an immensely
valuable vindication of their rights.
Enactment of the Violence Against Women Act will not eliminate
rape, domestic violence, and other sex-based attacks on women, any
more than passage of the civil rights legislation of the 19th
century
and
the
mid-20th
century has
eliminated
racism.
Nevertheless, the power of this proposed federal civil
rights law
to improve the prospects for social justice and equality are
substantial.
State Criminal and Civil Laws Are Not Adequate
to Protect Victims of Gender-Motivated Crime
The existence of state criminal and tort laws covering rape and
domestic violence does not do away with the need for a federal
civil rights remedy.
First, a federal civil rights law would
redress a different injury than the injuries that are at issue in
state criminal and tort proceedings."
In addition, gender-motivated crimes are
adequately addressed in the state courts.

currently

tot

being

A woman is forcibly raped by her husband.
In over half the
states, he is immune from prosecution under many or most
circumstances -- for example, if the couple is living together
and no divorce or separation papers have been filed."

9
*

A young woman is sexually assaulted by her boyfriend. Several
states have
statutes exempting cohabitants and dating
companions from sexual assault laws."9
A man brutally beats his wife, causing her severe injuries.
Interspousal immunity doctrines in at least seven states
prevent her from suing him to recover damages for her medical
expenses and pain and suffering.N
A teenage girl is subjected to incestuous sexual abuse by her
father.
In some states, strict statutes of limitations
require her to bring suit within a few years -- which Is
virtually impossible for an emotionally and economically
dependent young person -- or else lose forever the chance to
pursue a civil legal remedy."
It was recently revealed that the Oakland, California, Police
Department closed over 200 rape cases with little or no
investigation in 1989 and 1990. The complaints involved rapes
of prostitutes and drug users, as well as allegations of
acquaintance rape."

*

A recent Senate Judiciary Committee study showed that only one
in 100 forcible ' rapes results in a sentence of more than one
year in prison.3
State rape shield laws do not apply in civil cases.
Thus,
women bringing tort actions for sexual assault are routinely
subjected to intrusive questions about consensual sexual
activity unrelated to the attack.3'

The laws on the books are only part of the problem.
In states
throughout the country, prosecutors, juries, and judges routinely
subject female victims of rape and domestic violence to a wide
range of unfair and degrading treatment that contributes to the low
rates of reporting and conviction that characterize these crimes.u
Although federal courts are not immune from these problems, the
fact that federal judges are not elected, are subjected to P sore
rigorous selection process, and typically exercise greater control
over courtroom procedures such as jury voir dire help to minimize
these problems.
Federal civil rights laws passed since the mid-19th century have
typically prohibited acts that were already illegal under state
law. The reason for this is that federal remedies are needed to
reinforce state remedies and to provide a "back-up" when the state
justice system is unable to protect victims' rights adequately. In
an eloquent testimony to the need for federal intervention, 41
state attorneys general have signed a letter to members of this
House urging passage of the Violence Against Women Act.

The Violence Against Women Act Builds On
and Complements Existing Federal Civil Riahts Laws
Currently, American women are being attacked and killed because
Over 100 years ago, following the Civil War,
they are women.
Congress responded to an epidemic of race-based violence by passing
a series of federal laws to provide remedies against private
Similar
Individuals who deprive citizens of their civil rights.
legislation is needed today to protect citizens from an epidemic of
gender-based violence.
Title III of the Violence Against Women Act is modeled on wellestablished federal civil rights laws. For example, the key phrase
"because of.. .gender or on the basis of gender," which describes
crimes of violence that are covered, is modeled on language found
VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, which is the leading
in Title
federal statute prohibiting discrimination in employment.
Similarly, the basic concept of Title III resembles that of the
Like those earlier laws (42
Reconstruction-era civil rights laws.
U.S.C. SS 1981, 1982, 1983, and 1985(3)), the Violence Against
Women Act provides a federal civil remedy for deprivation of
certain rights. The "animus" requirement, which has been added to
S. 11, is derived from caselaw decided under 42 U.S.C. S 1985(3).
Title III is not identical to its predecessors, however. Each law
has different technical legal requirements. For example, unlike S
1983, Title III does not require that the challenged actions were
taken "under color of state law," and unlike S 1985(3), it does not
While Title III is thus broader
require more than one wrongdoer.
rights laws, it is far narrower
in some respects than other civil
it protects gnIX against gender-motivated
in other respects:
crimes of -violence that rise to the level of a felony, whereas 42
U.S.C. SS 1983 and 1985(3) protect disadvantaged groups from
any deprivations of rights, privileges and immunities.
virtually
The differences between Title III of the Violence Against Women Act
and the nineteenth-century federal civil rights laws are necessary
because gender-based violence typically differs from the types of
For instance, S 1985(3) was
violence directed against men.
racial
The
drafted to combat the Ku Klux Klan and similar conspiracies.
races are often quite different.
dangers confronting women of all
Conspiratorial group attacks on women are not the primary cause of
gender violence. In fact, women are six times more likely than men
1o suffer a crime at the hands of someone they know.M
The Reconstruction-era civil rights laws were not designed with
For 120 years since they were passed, women of all
women in mind.
races have lacked a meaningful civil rights remedy to protect them
While S 1983 and 1985(3)
from pervasive anti-female violence.
fall
short of providing ideal protection against discrimination
based on race, religion, or national origin, they at least provide
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a meaningful remedy for a significant percentage of such cases.
The fact that these two statutes require the plaintiff to prove
conspiracy or color of state law virtually eliminates the
possibility that women of any race can redress what is arguably the
most common and most damaging form of gender discrimination: acts
of gender-motivated violence committed by private individuals.
This defect in existing civil rights laws has meant, among other
things, that rape by individual white men acting in a private
capacity,
which has historically been a widespread form of
oppression of African-American women, has never been actionable
under the civil rights laws ostensibly designed to protect all
African-Americans from racial terrorism.
In short, most of the
victimization that women experience because of their gender alone,
or because of their gender in combination with their race, remains
ignored by the federal civil rights laws currently on the books.
It should be noted that NOW LDEF would support broadening Title III
of the Violence Against Women Act to provide the same civil remedy
for victims of violent crime motivated by race, color, religion,
national origin, ethnicity, and sexual orientation. However, if
this is not feasible, we view the current focus on gender-motivated
violence as appropriate. It would be a tragedy to delay this longoverdue response to a significant social problem because of
coiicerns that it does not adequately address a host of other social
problems that are beyond its scope.
A question has been raised as to whether the Violence Against Women
Act will have a negative effect on enforcement of existing civil
rights laws. This always been a primary consideration for the NOW
Legal Defense and Education Fund.
We have sought input from
eminent scholars and civil rights experts throughout the country to
ensure that this bill is drafted to create new rights without
curtailing existing ones. No one has identified any way in which
Title III of the Violence Against Women Act would have a damaging
effect on the development of law under current civil rights
statutes.
The Impact of Title III on the Courts
Some observers have suggested that lawsuits brought under the
Violence Against Women Act will overwhelm the federal courts.
In
fact, the legislation will provide a significant new remedy without
generating a large number of new cases.
For Lxample, sexual assault is a tort in every state, but a stud,
by Jury Verdict Research, Inc. found only 255 civil jury trials in
sex assault cases over a ten-year period."
The inhospitability of
state courts to such claims (see above) is doubtless one reason why
this
figure is so low, but there are other reasons that would be
equally applicable to cases brought under federal law.
One fact
that is not going to change is that rape and domestic violence are

vastly underreported. The causes of this phenomenon are numerous
and complex and include the severe stigma that still attaches to
Women do not now, and will not in the
victims of these cri.-s.
future, rush to procl6"u themselves as victims of sex crimes or of
violence inflicted by family members.
Sexual harassment provides a useful analogy. A major study by the
U.S. Merit Systems Protection Board found that 42% of women
sexual
employed by the federal government had experienced
harassment, but despite the availability of legal remedies, only 5%
of those who had been sexually harassed made any kind of formal
complaint (including complaints in the workplace); an even smaller
number actually filed a legal action.m
Moreover, a certain number of potential VAW Act defendants (though
by no means all) are indigent, and many women and their attorneys
may be unwilling to bring suit if there is no hope of collecting
damages. And of course, a large number of violent gender-motivated
crimes are committed by assailants who are never caught. As Prof.
Cass Sunstein has pointed out, the fact that few cases will
probably be filed under Title III of the VAW Act does not detract
from its importance as an addition to the civil rights legal
arsenal."
The fact that a bill to enhance the rights of women is met with a
concern for overloading the federal courts adds a disturbing note
In recent decades, when Congress was
of sexism to the debate.
considering the Americans With Disabilities Act and other civil
rights legislation that created private rights of action, this
concern was heard only from staunch opponents of civil rights. In
any event, the fact that violence against women is widespread would
seem to argue in favor of, not against, passing legislation to
remedy it.
The true burdens on the federal courts are a heavy criminal
caseload, particularly drug-related cases, together with a large
number of vacant judgeships. Keeping civil rights cases out of
federal court will not solve these problems.
It should be noted that in March 1993, the U.S. Judicial Conference
revoked its previous opposition to the Violence Against Women Act
and specifically adopted a position of neutrality on this bill,
with the exception that the organization now actively supports the
portions of the bill regarding task forces on gender bias in the
The National Association of Women Judges also supports
courts."
A recent Congressional Budget
the principles of Title III.;'
Office report estimates the cost of Title III to be far lower than
previously projected.A
Finally, it has been suggested that money saved by not having
federal courts hear civil rights cases could be redirected to
battered women's shelters, local police departments, or other

programs that serve victims of violence.
There is no realistic
likelihood that funds not spent by the federal courts would wind up
in the budgets of such unrelated entities.
In any case, the
Violence Against Women Act already contains grant programs designed
to fund direct services.
Furnishing civil rights redress for
discrimination is a fundamentally different issue and should not be
seen as a tradeoff against direct services to victims of violent
crime.
Congress Has Constitutional Authority to Enact This Legislation
Federal legislation to remedy gender-based crime is amply justified
by Congress's obligation to advance principles of equal rights
under section 5 of the Fourteenth Amendment.
Constitutional
authority to enact this legislation is also conferred by the
Commerce Clause, due to the damaging impact of gender-based crime
on the national economy.
On a national level, domestic violence costs employers 3 to 5
billion dollars annually due to worker absenteeism."
30 percent of all women seeking treatment in hospital
emergency rooms are victims of battering by a husband or
boyfriend.
Medical costs related to domestic abuse are
estimated at $100 million a year.High rates of rape and other crimes deter women from taking
many types of jobs, including high-paying night jobs that
would
require
travel
on
unsafe
streets
and
public
transportation. For instance, one rape survivor reported in
testimony to the U.S. Senate Judiciary Committee that she had
to give up plans for a career in real estate sales because she
was afraid to be alone in an empty house with a stranger."
Homicide is the leading cause of death on the job for women.
(For men, the leading cause is accidents.)'
*

More than half of all homeless women have lost their housing
because they are fleeing domestic violence."

Leading scholars of constitutional law have testified in support of
Congressional power to enact the Violence Against Women Act.N

Conclusion
The Congress has a historic opportunity to play a crucial role in
the effort to reduce crime and combat discrimination against women.
This
long overdue legislation will recognize that violence
motivated by gender is a deprivation of civil rights. We urge you
to support the Violence Against Women Act. Thank you.
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Mr. EDWARDS. We will have questions when the other two members of the panel have completed their testimony.
Next is Elizabeth Symonds, legislative counsel, American Civil
Liberties Union, here in Washington. You may proceed.
STATEMENT OF ELIZABETH SYMONDS, LEGISLATIVE
COUNSEL, AMERICAN CIVIL LIBERTIES UNION
Ms. SYMONDS. Good afternoon.
My name is Elizabeth Symonds, and I'm legislative counsel with
the American Civil Liberties Union, also representing today the
Women's Rights Project of the ACLU.
I very much appreciate the opportunity to testify before you on
the Violence Against Women Act, and on its title III provision.
The ACLU, of course, completely concurs that violence against
women is an extraordinarily serious problem facing our society
today, and that we need new and creative solutions to solve it. In
fact, many of those solutions are presented in this legislation, and
are solutions that we endorse.
However, title III that creates a new Federal right to be free
from crimes motivated by gender raises a lot of questions for us
which at this time prevent us from supporting that portion of the
bill. Title III does not in our minds make clear the requisite intent
needed by a plaintiff trying to prove this cause of action.
What does a crime motivated by gender due at least in part to
animus based on the victim's gender really mean? That's the question that we've been asking ourselves for many months. What
kinds of cases are actionable under this proposed law?
We're afraid that the vagueness of this standard will create confusion for litigants for judges and for the poor juries who are going
to need some guidance as to what this standard is really about.
We've tried to ask ourselves a number of hypotheticals to determine wht we think would actually be operative actions that would
create a cause of action and civil liability.
So for instance, we have asked, is rape per se actionable? Or, if
a man is convicted of raping a woman, goes to jail and rapes a
male cellmate, is the second crime actionable under this measure?
Should the first crime therefore have been actionable?
Or, if a woman knifes another woman because the second woman
was sleeping with the first woman's husband, is that a crime of violence motivated by gender?
Obviously, juries make tough calls and tough decisions all the
time. We all know that. Obviously, new statutes are always further
refined by subsequent case law. Nonetheless, we fear that this
threshold standard that's presented by the bill creates many more
questions than it- actually answers.
We're also not completely convinced that title III will be an effective mechanism for reducing violent crime. I think that's what all
of us here want. I think we're in agreement that the goal of this
bill is laudatory. We want to stop violent crime in America.
But will this effectively do so? Again, we posed to ourselves a
number of questions. Will this civil cause of action deter perpetrators? Will defendants, many or most of whom are indigent, have
the financial resources to actually pay damages awards? Can the

defendants be identified in most cases.

When we compare this set of questions to the title VII context,
we believe that in title VII most of these questions are answered
in the affirmative. We're not as sure in this title III context. Of
course, the ACLU treasures our existing Federal civil rights laws,
and we utilize them all the time. We litigate daily under those
laws. We would frankly be troubled if title III were relegated to a
symbolic means of fighting discrimination.
Finally, title III raises the fundamental question of whether a
new Federal civil rights action should be provided for women, but
not for individuals victimized because of their race, their ethnicity,
their religion or their sexual orientation.
In this city alone, as all of you know, hundreds of young black
men are being harmed by violent crime at very alarming rates.
Should they have the right to try to prove that in some instances
even if it's only a few instances, that they were the victims of racial
bias?
We understand well the need for an incremental legislative approach in many areas. But we don't comprehend the reason for insisting upon it here.
In conclusion, we're convinced that this is certainly a well-intentioned attempt to rectify the horrible, the frightening issue of violent crime against women. Nonetheless, we ask you to consider the
many questions we pose today. Those of you who cherish our civil
rights laws and consider them a real essential tool of social justice
simply can't settle for a new statute that might provide little
redress.
Thank you very much.
Mr. EDWARDS. Thank you very much, Ms. Symonds.
[The prepared statement of Ms. Symonds follows:)
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF ELIZABETH SYMONDS, LEGISlATIVE
COUNSEL, AMERICAN CIVIL LIBERTIES UNION

The Arinercan Civil Uberties Union is pleased to have the opportunity to present
testimony on H.R. 1133, The Violence Against Women ACL My name is Elizabeth
Svmonds. and I se-.e as a leoslatve counsel for the ACLU.
The ACLU wholeheartedlyy concurs with proponents of this !egslation that
violence against women is a critical problem facng our nation, and that Congress must
devise new. creaive solutions to reduce this type of crime. Indeed. we believe that many
aspects of the bill --including grants to train police and prosecutors to identify and
of violence. rants for rape prevention programs.
respond more effec::veiy to this v.'ype
education and training for judge and court personnel in state and federal courts -provide innovative =echanisms for addressing this issue.
Hcweer, we believe that Tete II of the bill. which creates a new federal -.et

to

be E'ee "7om crimes :fviolence mctrvated by gender. raises a number Cf legal and pciicy
q.est'cns. whichh prevent us from suc-?crting this aspect of the legislat:on. Our :es-.cnv
today wiil outline 'he issues that ,.e 1have ;dentiEed as we have analyzed this new cviid
ng-hts procosal.
Be':re prcceeding with our analysis of Title III. we would like to point out that
while we - -ther si..-.cort nor oppose that provision, we unequivocally oppose the
numerous

-

-. stice provisions that appear in the Senate (or potentially) House

versions of :his legislation. These include increased sentences for repeat offenders, the
expansion of pretrial detention, and a section that provides grants to governments that
utilize mandatory arrest policies.

Turning now to Title Ill, the standard set forth in the bill ("a crime of violence
committed because of gender or on the basis of gender, and due, at least in par, to an
animus based on the victim's gender")' does not make clear the requisite intent or
motive that the perpetrator must have had when committing the crime z (in order 'or the
victim to succeed at his or her civil suit). Thus, although Title III is not intended to
cover every act of violence committed against a woman, the standard does little to assist
in determining which kinds of cases are in fact actionable. For example, the bill does not
make clear whether all sexual assault crimes are considered to be per se "motivated by
gender". Because the standard is vague, we fear that it will simply create massive
confusion for litigants, judges and juries involved in these lawsuits.
This lack of clarity, particularly regarding how a plaintiff must prove the motive or
intent of her assailant, may have troubling repercussions for other types of civil rights
cases. We are concerned that rigid intent requirements applied to Title Ill cases might
in some instances be adopted by judges construing other statutes. Of course, the
question of a defendant's intent is often central to civil rights litigation, and permeates

I This language does not appear in the bill as introduced, but was adopted by the
Senate Judiciary Committee when it marked-up S. 11 and is the language in the bill
passed by the Senate on November 4, 1993. Because we understand that House
sponsors will probably adopt the Senate version of this civil rights claim, our comments in
this testimony will focus on the Senate language.
2 We note that a defendant in a Title HI civil suit need not have been convicted of a
crime in order to be found liable in the civil action. Although the standard for civil
liability is often lower than the standard for criminal conviction, the question of how the
underbdn motivation or intent is to be discerned by the fact finder in Title MI cases
remains very much an open question.

the case law in the areas of voting rights, employment discrimination, and in
interpretations of statutes such as 42 U.S.C section 1985(3).
As currently written, the Title III standard raises more questions than it answers.
What type of proof must a plaintiff present to win his or her case? Is rape, per se, a
crime of violence committed because of gender? If a murderer separates male and
female victims and kills only the females, did he commit this crime because of gender?
What if the murderer in the preceding example is female? Is homosexual rape
actionable? If a man is arrested, tried, and acquitted of killing three men and raping and
killing two women during the course of a single incident, would there be a cause of
action under Title III? If a husband becomes furious with his wife because she crashed
his car, and he proceeds to beat her, are his actions committed because of gender and
due to animus based on her gender?
Although civil juries must commonly make some very difficult decisions, it appears
that in these types of actions they would have to decide whether a woman was attacked
primarily because she was a woman (which would be actionable), because her attacker
knew her and was angry at her (which might defeat the lawsuit), or because she
appeared to be a vulnerable victim who the perpetrator could assault successfully. In the
latter case, how will a jury determine whether the defendant's view of his victim's
susceptibility was based on the mere fact that s'.e was a woman (perhaps leading to a
verdict that the crime was motivated by gender) or the fact that her individual physical
characteristics (such as short stature) convinced him that he could physically overwhelm
her?

Of course, all new civil rights laws will raise some questions of interpretation,
which will in time be answered by a body of relevant case law. However, we believe that
Title III offers startling little guidance to litigants, judges and juries who will participate
in these lawsuits, and will be more effective if it can be written in a manner that wilU
easily facilitate the ability to answer the questions outlined above.
If the committee does approve this measure, we believe that it is especially critical
that the legislative history make clear the committee's intended defnition of the word
"animus" in this context. There appears to be a divergence of opinion on whether this
word means simply "purpose" or whether it creates a standard requiring "hostility."
Without this clarification, there will undoubtedly be protracted litigation over the
meaning of this term.
Title III might also adversely affect other civil rights lawsuits (including statutory
claims and constitutional challenges) because of its impact on the federal courts. By
creating a new federal civil cause of action, it will generate a series of new cases for the
federal courts, whose dockets are already swelled by the increase in criminal (mostly
drug-related) matters.
The Adminisrrative Office of the U.S. Courts has estimated that Title III could
generate 13,.t50 federal civil tort cases, which "represents about two-tenths of 1 percent

of the annual number of violent victimizations of women."' These caseload estin
were Limited to the cn-mes of rape and sexual assault.
Furthermcre, we are not convinced that the's
new federal claim presents an
effective mechanism for reducing violent crimes against women. Many practical
questions remain unatisw,'ered:

Will potential perpetrators actually be deter-red by

concern for civil Liabiiry? Will defendants have the financial resources to pay damages
awards.'

The ACLU cherishes the civii rights laws that Congress has enacted. ac-.veiv

litgates cases utilizin? these claims, and views them as an enormously effective. practical
arsenal *or eradicating injustice in our society. We would be troubled if the new C:%1l
rights claim embcdied inTitle III was -elezated to only a symbolic means of Lght:ing
discrimination, because practical considerations render it ineffective for brcadbased
litigation purposes.
In addition, the potentially vast t-scal resources that the federal courts wcu:d
require ,fTitle III.ere enacted "m.ht ce better spent on other prcams that nJht

3 7he Judic:al Impact Office of the Administrative Office of the U.S. Courts. Judicial
Impact Statement on Violence Aganst Women Act, H.R. 1502, 8 (June 8,1992). The
reo-on notes that "Im]any of these crimes would involve attackers with limited assets (75
to 80 percent cf current criminal cases require appointment of public defenders), which
wculd Jiscourage ctvt tori actions." Wd. at 8-9.

1 In : :dic:ai
u
Impact Statement of the Violence Against Women Act, the
Adminis:--::%e Oftce of the U.S. Courts reported that "75 percent of those individuals
prosecuted .n c.-.utal rape and assault trals are represented by Public Defenders and
therefore %.ouldnot have significant resources to warrant a civil suit." Id.at 12. Thus it
appears that. even if this federal ciaim exdsted, the majority of rape victims would receive
no damages if they proceeded to file suit, because the defendants in their cases would be
judgment proof. Moreover, the same report reminds us that U.S. Bureau of Justice
Statistics studies indicate that in cases of reported rapes, most attackers are unknown
(139,900 out of a total of 155,000 in one recent study). ld.

more directly reduce violent crime.$ Before approving this measure, shouldn't Congress
consider whether funds would be better spent on alternatives such as additional police
training or battered women's shelters, which might provide more direct benefits in this
area?
Moreover, individuals who are the victims of violent crimes many bring civil tort
actions in state court against their attackers. Are civil lawsuits at the state level a
sufficient remedy that dispels the need for an additional federal claim? Are data
available that demonstrate what percentage of victims brir.' such suits, and the average
amount of a damages award? If state remedies are insufficient (because of spousal
immunity laws or other barriers) can the federal government encourage states to rectify
these problems?
Finally, Title IlIraises the fundamental question of whether it is appropriate to
create a federal civil rights statute solely to provide a remedy for gender-based attacks by
private individuals, and not to provide the same remedy for violence committed by
private individuals against other victims based on race. ethnicity, religion or sexual
orientation. Violent crime is a serious issue facing all members of our society. Further
discussion is needed to explore whether, if a new federal civil remedy is created for
female crime victims, it should be expanded to include other types of victims as well.
In conclusion, we are convinced that the Violence Against Women Act is a well.
intentioned attempt to rectify the very troubling problem of violent crime in our country.

I The Administrative Office of the Courts has estimated that the federal courts
would need an additional $50.39 million annually if Title III is adopted. [ at 10.
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Nonetheless. we ask the committee to consider the many questions we have posed in our
testimony today, and to find satisfactory answers to them before approving the Title III
action of the bill. Those of us who treasure our civil rights laws and view them as
essential tools of social justice cannot settle for a new statute that might provide little
real redress.

Mr. EDWARDS. The last member of the panel to testify is Bruce
Fein, attorney at law, Great Falls, VA. Welcome, Mr. Fein. You
may proceed.
STATEMENT OF BRUCE FEIN, ATTORNEY AT LAW, GREAT
FALLS, VA
Mr. FEIN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman and members of this
subcommittee.
I would suggest that this committee should begin with the principle that was espoused by the Founding Fathers, Thomas Jefferson in particular, that mutability of the law is something unwanted, and that the presumption should be against creating new
laws that have uncertainty, perhaps ramifications that can't be
foreseen, given the limited capacity which we are all able to understand the future impact of a law, and that the burden of proof in
considering this particular civil rights cause of action is really on
those who subscribe to the necessity of going forward. In my judgment, that burden of proof has not been discharged.
First of all, the bill in my judgment skates close, if not over, a
constitutional line. The findings of fact that are proposed in section
502 seem to me unsubstantiated, either by law or evidence.
For instance, it's stated that current State and Federal laws do
not adequately protect against criminal violence against women.
But indeed, this particular proposed Federal civil rights action pivots on the very existence of those Federal and State laws that do
in fact punish violence against women.
It's stated that there is pervasive gender discrimination in the
criminal justice system,yin the prosecution of crimes against
women. If that were true and proven in any particular case, it's
been hornbook constitutional law since Yick Wo v. Hopkins over a
century ago that if there is that invidious motive behind the enforcemeat of any law or series of laws, that is already unconstitutional, and this particular bill would not add or subtract to that
particular prohibition.
It's stated in the findings that under current law, there is a civil
rights remedy for gender crimes in the workplace, and that this
particular proposal was simply designed to create a parity between
crimes in the workplace and crimes in the street. But I think that
finding may be a misunderstanding of current Federal civil rights
laws.
There is a prohibition against employment discrimination based
upon gender. But if an employee commits a rape in the workplace
randomly without sponsorship of the employer, that certainly is a
crime and would expose that individual to State tort sanctions
under assault or battery rules. But it would not be a violation of
title VII of the 1964 Civil Rights Act.
The other findings that purport to rest upon the idea that violent
crimes against women have some more than ephemeral impact
upon interstate commerce seem to me, given the current record,
simply to be without either intuitive or factual foundation. I don't
think it could be said, as it was said in the 1960's when this Congress nobly passed the 1964 Civil Rights Act, based substantially

on the understanding that many blacks declined to travel in interstate commerce because they would be victimized by racial discrimination in public accommodations and elsewhere that it can be
said with anywhere near within the same universe of certainty or
intuition that women in fact today are deterred from traveling in
interstate commerce on the theory that they may be victimized by
a crime that's motivated by animus based upon gender.
I think that it would be very foolhardy to g-. forward with this
particular proposed civil rights remedy without looking very carefully at the constitutional justification under existing Supreme
Court precedent.
And on that score, I think it's important to notice how the bill
defines gender animus. It states that gender animus includes any
part of a criminal's motivation in committing a crime against a
woman, just any part.
For instance, suppose that a man was motivated in committing
a crime against a woman 991/2 percent by greed-he wanted
money. Maybe he was a fledgling misogynist, and he had a half of
a percent, and he disliked women.
This act would generate a civil rights remedy for that. That is,
a scintilla of the motivation of an individual based upon gender
animus triggers coverage. That would suggest that the bill is vastly
overbroad, in my judgment, in terms of trying to capture those particular kinds of crimes that we think have been selected out, primarily because women are being treated as second-class citizens.
It may be useful to note that in comparison, in the civil rights
area regarding racial discrimination, the Supreme Court has held
that a substantial motivating factor must be proven in order for
there to be a remedy. This bill just has any motivating factor.
It is also unclear to me how the act intends to limit its scope so
as not to interfere with what one might call domestic relations provisions of State law. The claim that's created is defined as one that
entrusts the Federal courts with jurisdiction over-and here I'm
reading from the bill-"compensatory and punitive damages, injunctive relief, declaratory relief, or a combination of those."
Nevertheless, the bill goes on to say that the relief shall not pertain to jurisdiction over divorce, alimony, equitable distribution of
marital property or child custody decrees. Now, that's hn odd limitation, because the initial entrustment of Federal jurisdiction
doesn't include any of those areas anyway. It suggests some confusion as to how broad the claim is to extend.
Why would you need a limitation on not interfering with child
custody decrees when the jurisdiction of the Federal courts, at least
on its face, doesn't extend that far anyway? It extends only to damages and injunctions or declaratory relief.
Finally, I think one provision of the bill intrudes into State law
in a way that's clearly unmerited. A claim is created under the bill
even though the conduct is not a crime, so long as the State law
has chosen to grant spousal immunity. That would typically be the
case, I suppose, where its an alleged rape between married
couples.

The State may choose, for a variety of reasons, not to make that
a crime in part because they think the elements of proof are so horrendous that they don't want to criminalize that particular circumstance or otherwise.
But it seems to me highly improper for the Federal Government
to be instructing the States as to how they ought to grant or withhold spousal immunity on something that's so peculiarly local and
responsive to local customs and more.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. EDWARDS. Thank you very much, Mr. Fein.
We will temporarily recess this portion of our meeting today, and
move back to the original bill, H.R. 1237.
[Recess.]
Mr. EDWARDS. We will now ask some questions of the panel. We
thank you for your statement.
For a moment, before I turn to Mrs. Schroeder, let's walk
through how the bill is going to operate. The original version was
found to have problems because it seemed to make, or to federalize,
almost any act of violence based on gender.
As I understand it, the Federal judges thought it was too broad.
Although the Federal judges have not endorsed the bill, and as a
matter of fact, they have not endorsed any bill, and neither has the
Leadership Conference on Civil Rights or the NAACP Legal Defense Fund. We have asked them to testify, and they have said
they can't come.
So let's walk through the bill, on how it will be, and we'll take
a man or a woman. A woman is walking down the street, and is
accosted and beaten up or raped by a man.
Now, the bill, as amended with the suggestions of the judges and
others, goes one step further, though. It also requires animus, a
class, creating a class of people, and there must also be, in addition
to the beating, we'll say, there must be alleged action or proven or
whatever that the person doing the beating up has this animus
against, we'll say women, as a class. Is that correct?
Mr. FEIN. I don't think so, Mr. Chairman. That's because in the
definitional section of the bill it states that if any element of the
motivation is animus toward women, then it is qualification for a
Federal civil rights remedy.
That seems to me that when you have mixed motivations for
crime, which would not be atypical, you just need a scintilla of
proof that some tiny portion of the motivation was animus toward
women in order to come within the terms of the bill.
Mr. EDWARDS. Ms. Goldfarb, will you respond to that? Now, I'm
referring to the Senate bill that did add the animus provision.
Ms. GOLDFARB. Right, the Senate bill requires that the plaintiff
must prove that the crime of violence first of all would rise to the
level of a felony under State or Federal law; secondly, that it was
a crime against a person or with a risk of harm to a person; and
thirdly, that it was committed because of or on the basis of sex and
due at least in part to an animus based on gender, as you mentioned earlier.
Mr. EDWARDS. So the complaint for damages under this law by

the woman who has been beaten up must also have two elements:

that she was beaten up by this guy, this person, and that he has
this gender animus; is that correct?

Ms. GOLDFARB. Yes.
Mr. EDWARDS. How is that proven?

Ms. GOLDFARB. I believe it would be proven the same way that
animus is currently proven under 42 U.S.C., section 1985(3), and
the same way also in which racial bias is proven under State hate
crimes laws, which tends to be by the kind of evidence I mentioned
earlier, things like epithets, derogatory epithets, choice of victim
that demonstrates targeting a certain class, a history of targeting
attacks against that class and so on.
I would just add in terms of mixed motivation, it's very common
in a racial context that a white supremacist does not lynch every
African-American whom he encounters. He chooses his target for a
variety of reasons.
It may be because that individual person refused to step off a
sidewalk when a white person came along, or looked at a white
woman in a way that this white supremacist thought was inappropriate. Mixed motive is absolutely run of the mill in racial violence
cases and that in itself should not prevent a civil rights ren.edy

from being available.

Mr. FEIN. But the typical standard is a substantial motivating
factor. The word "substantial" is in the requirement. This "any
part" of the motivation is animus based. For instance, it would suggest that even if the crime would have been committed absent any
gender animus, it's still covered. There isn't even a "but for" standard in the bill. If you put in "substantial" then I would agree with
the observation that it would parallel the prohibitions on race
discrimination.
Ms. GOLDFARB. I have to respectfully disagree with Mr. Fein's interpretation. The Senate bill specifically says because of or on the
basis of gender and due at least in part to gender animus. I believe
that covers the concern that's been expressed.
Mr. EDWARDS. Thank you.
Mrs. Schroeder.
Mrs. SCHROEDER. Well, I thank you very much, Mr. Chairman,
and I thank our witnesses.
Maybe, Mr. Fein, there is some confusion because of this
redrafting.
Mr. Chairman, I would like to put in the record this statement
from the National Association of Women Judges, who looked very
carefully at the civil rights issue.
(The prepared statement of Ms. Billings follows:]
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am Judith Billings, Judge of the Utah Court of

Appeals and current President of the National
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Association of Women Judges.
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On behalf of the National
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taking action to diminish violence against women and to
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eliminate the harmful effects of gander bias in our
courts.
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whom need to respond to the problome of violence facing
women aoross the country.

The NAWJ was the first

national judicial organisation to endorse the Violence
Against Women Act, and we did so by resolution adopted
at our annual meeting in October 1992.

The NAWJ voiced

its support for all the aims of the Act, including the
creation of a federal remedy for those whose civil
rights have been violated by violent attacks motivated
by the victim's gender.

The NAWJ is especially

sensitive to the need for CongrEss to recognize the
problem of violence against women In order to
complement the over increasing work load of state
courts in areas of traditional state court concern in
criminal, personal injury and domestic relations law.
The civil rights provision you are considering
include a number of measures which the NAWJ believes
help ensure this complementary role, and help avoid the
risk of overloading the federal courts with disputes
that fall within traditional state court functions.
The provisions in the Bill which help accomplish this
include (2) limited the actionable crimes of violunce
to felonies;

(2) excluding domestic relations matters,

including custody, dissolution and property
settlements;

(3) providing for concurrent jurisdiction

in federal and state courts coupled with the express
limitation that actions brought in state court may not
be removed to federal court; (4) limiting the

actionable conduct to crimes against a person rather
than property; and (5) excluding random acts of
violence unrelated to the gender while limiting the
federal remedy to those cases in which some gender
based animus can be demonstrated.
The National Associated of Women Judges believes
that the creation of a federal civil rights remedy will
provide needed congressional recognition that gander
based violence is a national problem.

The specific

provision before you help achieve this without
interfering with the administration of justice in
either the state or federal courts.
The civil right provisions are but a part of an
act designed to help combat violence against women and
eliminate bias on the basis of gender in our courts.
These aro important goals of the National Association
of Women Judges and we urge the passage or this
legislation.

• 4B/hh

A/th

M. B
beings
Utah Court
of Appeals

Mrs. SCHROEDER. If I may just read from their statement, it
says, 'They believe that the civil rights provision we re considering
includes a number of measures that they think will help ensure a
complementary wall and yet avoid the risk of overloading the Federal courts." They really felt that this was a good compromise that
we're talking about, and have pointed out that we're excluding domestic relations matters, but that we are putting in actiona le
crimes of violence.
I think the bottom line is, if I might say, as you know, this committee has twice passed hate crimes sentencing enforcement, and
et we know that there are many hate crimes motivated by gender,
ut we have not had them go out and document these, because we
figured there would be too many to put in.
So I think it's kind of interesting that it's almost an admission
that there are indeed hate crimes out there against women, and
they are very numerous, but we won't even document them because
they are so numerous. I think that this compromise that we have
is a very good one.
I must say, to the ACLU, I am frustrated by your reticence on
this, because I know many times we have tried to meet and find
out what the problems were. The judges did come forward and we
worked with them, and other groups came forward. But every time
we tried to meet, they canceled the appointment.
Ms. SYMONDS. I can only say that I have been assigned to this
issue since probably last February, and all the activities that you
suggest occurred must have occurred before I came on board on
this issue.
I have had some very fruitful discussions with your staff, and I
must say, with NOW Legal Defense Fund, who have been very patient with us as we have asked this litany of questions.
But certainly I have tried to be in contact with your staff, and
your staff has been very helpful. We obviously would be happy to
meet at any time with you to go over our concerns and to hear any
concerns you may have about your position.
Mrs. SCHROEDER. Your point is not that you don't think that
there are any civil rights violations against women? That's not your
point, right?
Ms. SYMONDS. Certainly, we 8tand for the proposition that there
are many existing civil rights violations against women in this
country, and we litigate often to rectify that, and in many different
areas.
Mrs. SCHROEDER. Doesn't it make sense when we have-I also
have a statement here from State attorneys general endorsing this,
saying this would be very helpful, if we could put that in, too.

Mr. EDWARDS. Without objection.

[The prepared statements follow:]
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DEPARTMENT OF LAW
RoOcET AsRAMS
AITom..C G~rffi

120 BROADWAY
NEW YORK, N.Y. 10271

July 22,

1993

Hon. Jack Brooks
Chair, House Judiciary Committee
2449 Rayburn House Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20515-4309
Re: The Violence Agalnst
Women Act /H.R. 1133

Dear Congressman Brooks:
We are writing to express our strong support for the
Violence Against Women Act, H.R. 1133, which is currently pending
We continue to believe the essential
before your committee.
elements of this bill are sorely needed.
The National Association of Attorneys General ("NAAG")
has been a strong supporter of this bill over the last several
years.
In 1990, NAAG passed a resolution in support of the
In 1991, Illinois Attorney
Violence Against Women Act of 1990.
General Roland W. Burris and Iowa Attorney General Bonnie J.
the
Violence Against Women Act
Campbell testified in support of
Members of HAAG again
before the Senate Judiciary Committee.
endorsed the bill at our Spring Meeting in March, 1993, in a
resolution entitled "Setting Forth Certain Elements For An
This letter reaffirms our long
effective Federal Crime Bill".
support for this bill.
In each of our states, we have experienced the results
of the widespread incidence of violence against women - in the
home, on the streets, in the workplace and on our college campuses.
State and local governments, law enforcement agencies, courts,
schools, dor estic violence shelters and safe homes have borne the
tremendous burdens caused by gender-based violence.

States have
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sought to meet the needs of the victims of this violence as well
as to prosecute vigorously those who engage in violence against
women.
We believe however, that the current system for dealing
Our experience as
with violence against women is inadequate.
Attorneys General strengthens our belief that the problem of
violence against women is a national one, requiring federal
attention, federal leadership, and federal funds. H.R. 1133 would
begin to meet those needs by, inter alia, providing funds for law
enforcement training and assistance to prosecutors, by creating a
rights remedy for the victims of gender.specific federal civil
based crimes, by according full faith and credit to each state's
protective orders, and by creating federal criminal penalties for
In addition, the
interstate violations of orders of protection.
bill would provide funds for education of state court judges and
court personnei.
We believe these and other provisions of the Violence Against
Women Act would address some of critical challenges faced by the
states, who have borne most of the responsibilities and costs of
the devastating effects of violence against women.
We write today to reaffirm our support for the Violence
Against Women Act, now H.R. 1133 /S. 11, and to urge your speedy
passage of the bill.
Ver

truly you

tRT ABRAMS

Atton

General of

Attorney GeVea

f

ewYr

J-,L
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Alorneys General signine the Abrams letter suoperling VAWA
CONNECTICUT
DELAWARE
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
FLORIDA
GUAM
HAWAII
IDAHO
ILLINOIS
INDIANA
IOWA
KANSAS
KENTUCKY
LOUISIANA
MAINE
MARYLAND
MASSACHUSETTS
MICHIGAN
MINNESOTA
MONTANA
NEVADA
NEW HAMPSHIRE
NEW JERSEY
NEW MEXICO
NEW YORK
NORTH DAKOTA
OHIO
OKLAHOMA
OREGON
PENNSYLVANIA
RHODE ISLAND
SOUTH CAROLINA
UTAH
VERMONT
VIRGIN ISLANDS
WASHINGTON
WEST VIRGINIA
WISCONSIN

Richard Blumenthal
iarles M. Oberly, III
John Payton
Robert A. Butterworth
E. Barrett-Anderson
Robert A. Marks
Larry EchoHawk
Roland W. Burris
Pamela Carter
Bonnie Campbell
Robert T. Stephan
Chris Gorman
Richard P. Ieyoub
Michael E. Carpenter
J. Joseph Curran Jr.
Scott Harshbarger
Frank J. Kelley
Hubert H. Humphrey [
Joseph P. Mazurek
Frankie Sue Del Papa
Jeffrey R Howard
Robert J. Del Tufo
Tom Udall
Robert Abrams
Heidi Heitkamp
Lee Fisher
Susan B. LovingTheodore R. Kulongoski
Ernest D. Preate Jr.
Jeffrey B. Pine
T. Travis Medlock
Jan Graham
Jeffrey L. Amestoy
Rosalie S. Ballentine
Christine 0. Gregoire
Darrell V. McGraw Jr.
James E. Doyle

State Attorneys General who have added their support for VAWA after the cutoff date to
shan the Abrams letter:
MISSISSIPPI
SOUTH DAKOTA
TEXAS
VIRGINIA

Mike Moore
Mark Bamett
Dan Morales
Stephen D. Rosenthal
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JUDICIAL CONFERENCE RESOLUTION ON VIOLENCE
AGAINST WOM4
March 1993

After considering the report and recommendations of thy Ad
Boc Committee on Gender-Based Violence, and as a result of the
dialogue the Ad Hoc Committee has undertaken with the sponsors of
the proposed Violence Against Women Act of 1991 (S. 15, 102d
Congress) since the Judicial Conference adopted its
resolution
about the proposed 1991 Act, the Conference takes no position on
specific provisions of the proposed Violence Against Women Act of
1993 (S. 11, 103d Congress). The Confercncc reiterates its
concern expressed in our prior resolution and its general
concearn about the trend toward federalization of otate law
crimes and causes of action.
At the same time, the Conference believes that the
provisions of Title V of S. 11 encouraging circuit judicial
councils to conduct studies with respect to gender bias in their
respective circuits, has great merit and the Conference endorses
that specific provision.

Statement of Burt Neuborne
in Support of the Civil
Rights Provisions of the
Violenoo Against Women Act
of 1991
April 9, 1991
Xr.

Chairman and members of the Subconmittoae

My name is

Burt Neuborne.

I have been a Professor of Law at

New York University since 1974. From 1982-i9a6, I served as
National Legal Director of the American civil Liberties Union.
Since 1908, I have been a member of the New York City Commission
on Human Rights,

the body vested with responsibility for

implementing New York City's Human Rights Law. I have spent "uch
of my career seeking to enforce the promises or liberty and
equality that are enshrined in our laws,

but all too often are

absent from our lives.
I am grateful for this opportunity to discuss Section 301
of the Violence Against Women Act of 1991, which establishes a
federal civil cause of action for damages and injunctive relief
on behalf of victims of violent gender-based assaults. The
obvious intent of the provision is to provide victims with a
federal remedy against gender-motivated violence that is
analogous to, but less cumberecme than, the remedies against
invidiously motivated violence provided by existing federal law.
Eg. 18 U.S.C. §5241, 242, 245: 42 U.S.C. 551983,

1985(3).

Section 301 different from analogous federal statute that.
have traditionally been invoked against racially motivated

violent assaults in two significant ways. First, Section 301
provides relief against violent gender motivated assaults carried
out by private individuals. Federal statutes like 18 U.S.C.
f6241 and 242 and

Mf1983 and 1985(3), dating from the post-Civil

War Reconstruction period, provide relief against

ertain private

"conspiracies" and unlawful action by government officials, but
do not provide relief against individual actors. Section 301
builds on the model of 18 U.S.C. 5245, enacted in 1975, to
provide relief against individuals. Since the bulk of violent
gonder based assaults are perpetrated by individuals, the
expanded reach of Section 301 is critical.
Second, unlike existing federal statutes that have been
invoked against class based violence. Section 301 is not merely a
means to enforce rights established by other provisions of law.
The relationship between conduit remedial statutes, such An
51985(3), and the rights-generating provisions they are intended
to enforce has generated enormous confusion. Section 301 avoids
that confusion by itself creating a federal right to be free from
gender motivated violent assault.
While I believe that Section 301 should havA a criminal
counterpart that would make possible a federal law enforcement
response to gender-notivated violence and while I believe that
existing overly technical federal protections against racially
motivated violence should be similarly simplified, I fully

support the effort to provide victims of qendar-motivated
violence with an efficient and effective federal judicial remedy.
It

is

a shameful fact that millions of women in the United

States cannot fully enjoy the promise of equality contained in
the Equal Protection clause of the 14th Amendment and codified in
Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 because they are

forced to share their lives with the pervasive reality of gendermotivated violence. in the hour th'&t we speak with you this
morning, ten women will be raped and hundreds more assaulted or
,threatened because of their gender. Current estimates are that
between one in three to one in ten women will be raped during
their

lives.

women have been. subject to

gender-based violence

for

so long and on such a scale in our society that we have
dLfficulty perceiving the enormity Of its impact. Worse, because
gender-based violence has been a pert of our society Cor so long,
it appears to many to be a inescapable aspect of life in a

Complex society. It is long past time to recognize that gendermotivated violence is devastating to a woman's attempt to enjoy
the equal privileges and imaunities of citizenship

the full

and to

deploy

power of Congress against it.

Congress, in enacting Title VII,

sought to guaranty women an

equal opportunity to compete in the job market. But the reality
of pervasive gender based violence forbes millions of women to
forego eployment opportunities because of the dangers associated
with working at certain hours or certain locations. When women do

enter the workforce, their experience is often a nightmare of
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fear, especially when they are asked to work late or to travel
alone. Finally, victims of violent gender-based assault must
carry their pain into the workplace, where it creates unique
gender-based obstacles to maximum performance.
Similarly, the Constitution guarantees woren equal access to
our public sidewalks. means of transportation and parks. But the
reality of pervasive gender-based violence excludes millions of
American women from our parks and bur.-streets, especially after
dark. The freedom of movement and senne of physical cacurity that
any member of a civilized society should take for granted is
denied to millions of women in this country solely on the basic
of their gender.
It is, of course, the principal responsibility of state and
local government to protect victims against qender-based violent
assault. Unfortunately, a combination of resource scarcity and
enduring insensitivity to the scope of the problem have rendered
state and local responses to the problem of gender-motivated
violence hopelessly inadequate. One has only to count the number
of women murdered in the past year by subjects of oUtstanding
orders of "protection" issued by local courts to realize the
toothless quality of much state and local "protection".
In the past, when Congress has boen confronted with sattingn
in which vulnerable seqnents of the population have been denied
the ability to enjoy equal access to the privileges and
immunities of life in a civilized society, Congress has provided
state and local governments with valuable reinforcement by
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forbidding invidiously motivated violence directed at the
vulnerable group. Given our past, racially motivated violence has
been the the principal
It

is

now time to

target of Congress'

legislation.

add victims of gender-baged violence to the

category of federally
At least

remedial

protected persons.

four sources of Congressional

power exist

to extend

federal protection to the victims of gender-motivated.violent
assaults.

First, the destructive LApaot of pervasive gender-based

violence on the nation's
.Ififty

per cent of its

authority to legislate

labor market and on the performance of
workforce provides Congress with ample
under the Commerce Clause.

Second,

L

devastating effect

the

of gender-based violence on the ability

women to enjoy the values protected by Section I of

of

the 14th

Amendment provides Congress with ample authority to legislate
under Section 5 of the 14th Amendment to prohibit private
interference with the enjoyment of section I values. Third, the
destructive impact of gender-based violence on the ability

of

women to enjoy the privileges and immunities of national
oitizenship,

including the right to enjoy the benefits of federal

and state statutory rights, provides Congress with ample
authority to outlaw gender motivated violent assaults. Finally,
the physical subordination enforced by pervasive gender-baed
violence is as muoh a b.dge and incident of slavery within the
meaning of the 13th Amendment as are despicable attempts to
consign racial minorities to inferior stat%%s.
a Congressional

response.

Both are subject to

A. Gender-Based Violent Assault
and the Commerce Clause

Women constitute 50% of the nation's labor force and 36% of
its business executives. As employers like Du Pont corporation
have recognized. employees who have been the victims of genderbased violent assaults suffer adverse physical and psychological
affects on the job. In pure economic terms, the sheer loce of
productivity attributable to violent gcnder-based assault is
staggering, to say nothing of the victim's personal pain.
Moreover, the economic loss caused by gender-based violence does
not stop with the actual victims. The dislocation of the nation'm
labor force that is caused by fear of violent gender-based
assault is enormous: women who do not enter or who leave the
labor force because of fear: women whose choice of job is
dictated by fear; women whose performance on the job is affected
by fear.
Congress, in 1964,

recognized that gender bias in tha

workplace is a massive drain or, the nation's productive capacity.
Accordingly, Congress, relying in part on its Commerce Clause
power, enacted Title VII, forbidding private employers to
discriminate on the basis of gender. Section 301 is equally
supported by a need to eradicate the destructive affects of
gender bias from our economic system.
The modern conception of Congress' power under the Commerce
Clause begins in "

,.

-

__
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(1937), when the Supreme Court upheld Congress'

power to

regulate iny activity exerting a "substantial economic effect" on
interstate commerce. Zn United States v. Derbx, 312 U.S.
(1941o, United states v. Wrishtwood Dir

Co.,

100

315 U.S. 110

(1942) and WIckard V. Fillburn, 317 U.S. 111 (1942), the Court
made clear that "economic effect" as used in Jones £ Lauahlin
means the aggregate economic effect of the entire class of
regulated behavior, as opposed tothe.effect of the single
transaction before the Court.
In Heart oq Atlanta fotel. ?nc. V. United States,

379 U.S.

241 (1964), the Supreme Court accepted Congress' finding that

racial discrimination in access to public accommodations affected
interstate commerce in the aggregate and upheld the application
of TLtle II to intra-state, as well as inter-state, travellers.
Similarly, in Xatzenbach v. McClung, 379 U.S. 294 (1964), the
Court upheld the application of Title II to a local lunch stand
because the aggregate economic impact of the class of regulated
transactions affected interstate commerce. In Maryland v.
392 US. 163 (1968),

Wirz,

the Court applied the aggregate economic

effects test once again to uphold the application of minimum wage

standards to local governments. Finally, in perez v. United
Sta.teA, 402 U.S. 146 (1971), the Court upheld the application of
federal racketeering laws to intra-state loan sharking because
the aggregate economic effect of loan sharking affected
interstate commerce.
Since it is clear that the aggregate economic effect of

gender-based violent assault exacts a terrible toll On our
ecOhomic lives, with incaluable effects on the flow of interstate

commerce, Congress is empowered to legislate against the practice
without a showing that 9JO
sI assault itself affects commerce.

B. Section S of the 14th AMendment
and Gender-Based Violence

Section 1 of the 14th Amendment forbids gender bias. Bd

_y_.

Rq

, 404 U.S. 71 (1971). Section 5 of the 14th AjuQndment
empowers Congress "to enforce, by appropriate legislation, the
provisions of this Article."
Since the self-executing provisions of Section I of the 14th
Amendment apply only against "state action", controversy has
arisen over whether Congress may legislate under Section 5
against private conduct that interferes with the enjoyment of
values protected against state interference by Section 1.
Despite 19th century support for the proposition that
Congress' power under Section 5 is restricted to settings already
reached by the self-executing provisions of Section 1, the modern
Supreme Court has explicitly ruled that Congress' power under
Section 5 exceeds the self-executing reach of Section I in two
significant ways.
First, the Supreme Court has ruled that Congress may outlaw
substantive practices that it deems violative of Section 1
regardless of whether the courts have reached a similar
conclusion. Thus.,

in F a

vt.jar,

384 U.S. 641

,

the Court upheld a Congrossional ban on literacy tests for voting
as a valid exercise of Section 5 pover despite a supreme court
decision upholding the use of literacy test under Section 1.
Lassiter v.

Nogthampton County Ed.

(1959). See also Oregon v.
Wyomina,

460 U.S.

383 U.S.

301

Congress'

226

(1966),

of Zleotions,

Mitchell,

(1983).

In

360 U.S.

45

400 U.S. 112 (1970)s
1EOC v.

South Carolina v.

XatZenb&Oh,

the Court took a similarly broad view of

power under the enforcemant,clausee of the 15th

Amendment,

upholding the voting Rights Act of 1965 despite the

,absence of a judicially recognized violation of Section I of the
15th Amendment.
(1980)

Compare City of Mobili y.

with Thornbur

v.

linales,

Bolden, 446 U.S.

478 U.S.

55

30 (1986).

Even nore importantly in the context of seoticn 301, six
member of the Supreme Court have emlicitly approved the use of
Section 5 of the 14th Amendment to enact legislation outlawing
private interference with the enjoyment of equality values
protected by Section 1. United States v. Guest, 383 U.S. 745
(1966).
District

See also Griffin v. Areckenrtdg,
of Columbia v.

Guest and

A1k

Carter,

k

409 U.S.

403 U.S.

88

(1971)1

418 (1973).

upheld federal oriiuins

and civil

statutes based on Seowton 5 of the 14th Amendment aimed at
racially motivated violent assaults on Afro-Americans. Similar
power exists to outlaw gender-motivated violent assaults that

make it impossible for women to enjoy values protected against
state interference by Section 1.
In United Brotherhood of Carpenters & Joiners v. Scott, 463

U.S. 825 (1983),

the Court ruled that 42 U.S.C. 11985(3) does not

provide a remedy for purely private conspiracies to deprive
individuals of Piret Amendment rights because the FirAt
Amendment does not protect individuals against private action.
Section 301, however, differs fundamentally from s1985(3). Unlike
11985(3), which was intended to operate solely as a conduit for
substantive rights created elsewhere, Great American Savina

LoaI Ass'n. v, Novotnv, 442 U.S. 366 (1979).

&

Section 301(b) is

carefully designed to itself create a federal statutory right to
.be free from gender-notivated assault. As the Court noted in
S-_-ot,

it §1985(3) had itself created the rights in question,

either pursuant to the Co=merce Clause or Section 5 of thA 14th
Amendment, instead of operating as a mere conduit for rights
created elsewhere, Congress would have been clearly empowered to
act against private violence. Thus, the Scot% Court was careful
to reaffirm casas like Griffin v. BreckeDig

recognizing a

11985(3) claim against private action in derogation of rights
protected by the 13th Amendment and the privileges and immunities

Clause. Since Section 301(b) explicitly creates rights against
private persons, it is unaffected by Sct.•

C. The Privileges and Immunities
Clause and Gendor-Based Violence

Congress possesses unquestioned power to provide remedies
for private interference with riqhts protected by the privileoes
and

irnjnlt

e

clause. Eq.

Zxparcy

rg
A.!

10 t;.S.

48
(1684)1 Locan v. United States,

144 U.S. 263

(1892). Although the

full scope of the privileges and imunities clause remains
undeveloped, at a minimum, it protects the right to travel and the
equal right to enjoy the benefits of federal and state statutory
law.

When racially motivated violence threatened to deny victims
the ability to travel freely or the equal ability to enjoy
statutory rights based in state
fr
foaral
law, the Supreme Court
upheld Congressional sanctions - both civil and crimiril ,against the racially motivated violence. Similar power exists to
enact Congressional sanctions against'gender-motivated violence
that prevents women from travelling freely and from enjoying
statutory rights under both federal and state law.
In United States v. Johnson, 3i0 U.S. 563 (1968), for
example, the Court upheld the federal criminal conviction of
private persons for a violent assault aimed at depriving racial
minorities of the enjoyment of equal access to places of public
accommodation under Title IX. In United States v. Guest, 383 U.S.
745 (1966), the Court upheld a federal criminal sanction against
violent private conduct aimed at depriving racial minorities of
the ability to travel.freely. In Griffin v.

raekenridge, 4O3-

U.S. 88 (1971), the Court upheld a federal civil remedy for
violent private conduct aimed at depriving racial minorities of
the right to travel and the right to vote under state law.
Gender-motivated violence deprives women of the ability to
travel freely; the ability to enjoy the benefit of federal
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statutory rights conferred by Title VII and the ability to Anjoy

the benefit of numerous rights conferred by state law. Since
Johnson, Gu~est and Griffi

establish clear Congressional power to

protect victims from racially motivated violence aimed at
interfering with the right to travel, the riqht to enjoy federal
statutory benefits under Title 11 and the right to enjoy
benefits based in state law, similar power exists to protect thn
identical rights against destruction by genaer-motivated
violence.

D. The 13th Amendment and
Gender-Dased Violnco

Gender-motivated violence is

a crude form of physical

subordination that tracks the badges and incidents of slavery and
involuntary servitude. The Supreme Court has recognized that
Congress has the power under Section 2 of the 13th Amendment to
identify the badges and incidents of involuntary servitude and to
outlaw them. Eq. Jones v. Alfred H. Mayer, 392 U.S. 409
(1968) (racial discrimination
Little Hunting Park. Inc.,

in sale of housing); SullivAn V.

396 U.S.

229

(1969) (racial

divcrimination in access to amusement park); Tillman v. X"atnnHaven Recreation As'n, 410 U.S. 431 (1973) (racial discrimination
in access to communituy swimming pool); Runyon v. McCrarv, 427
U.S. 160 (1976)(racial discrimination in admicsion to prlvatp
school)

Griffin v.

Breckcnridge, 403 U.S. 88

(1971)

motivated assault a badge or incident of slavary).

(racially
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Although the core of 13th Amendment protection is the
liberation of Afro-Amerioan slaves from bondage,

the Court has

recognized that 13th Amendment based legislation protects whites
as well as blacks from racial discrimination. Mcdonald v. Santa
FETrail Uanap.

Co.,

427 U.S.

273 (1976).

Since the Court has

recoqnized Congress' power to legislate on behalf of whites under
Section 2 of the 13th AZendzent, no principled basis exists to
deny Congress a similar power on ))%half of women.

To" the extent

pervasive gander-based violence is denying women an equal status
in society, it is precisely analogous to the badges and incidents

of Afro-Amerioan slavery swept away by Congress and the courts in
the oases following

gnep... May.

Whether it is viewed as an attempt to eliminate the
extraordinary economic costs of gender-based violence an attempt
to reinforce the values of equality protected by the 14th
Aendmaent; an attempt to assure respect for the privileges and
immunities of national citizenship; or an effort to apply the
moral imperative of the 13th Amendment to the victims of ganderbased violence, Section 301 of the Violence Against Women Act of
1991 is, in my opinion, within the power of Congress.

Statem~ent of Pro!es!30c Cabs R. Stin!,ILt
University of Ch-caqo

Mz. Chaitman and Meumbers c the SubcommiLtee:

I as grateful

to have the opport-.znity co .ii)jivar lk4tcro

y

today to discuss the constitutional issues asso-cit.,d with S~.

the *Violence Against Women Act of 1991." 1 will deal only

wip2,,

the questions of oongraeional poer that are raitted

LIS.

brief, I believe that G. li

Is constitutional,

ameendm~ents to Title III vould be desirable

Li.

ti% S.

but Lhiat certLii:
cuinnvet

provisions more closely to the relevant sourei~s ot

ii~z

~ur~iI.

power. I will, not discuss Issues of poLicy.

1. 1r. General

14y coniclusions are an foLlows.

T1he key coanst~tlii iuliia

proviulots grant Congress the authority to "1 ,rovidt, for titt!
genmeral Relfare of the United States," U.S.

section

a,

Const., Art.

1,

cl. 1; to "regulate Cowverce with £oreiepi 1U.ILions~.

amoenq th~e several States, and with tne Indian tribes," Ait.
section 8, ci. 3; 'to enforce, by appropriate

pcovieLons of*' thie fourteenth amendment,

leqL~lit ion,

Amendment XUV,

t:i

1,
th

cctio'un

5:, and to "make all Laws whLch shall be necessary aind proper tc .i
carrying into Execution. the foregoing Powers.
Powers vested by this Conistituticnr

EST

AIAL

a~nd jiL other

in theo Govemnme'imc

--L the~

CO,

United States,

or

In

any Department

or OffLoer

thereof,"

Article

I, section 8, ci. 18.
Under these provisions,
power to spend money.

as S.

hs the

Congress unquestlosably
15 provides,

purposes to provide grants,

tot

15 does,

as S.

various federal
to state and local

goverenemts (ox the purpoas of reducing violence against voen;
to protect,

aqinst

theeffucts

of a multistate

system,

orders

Issued by covits of one state to protect women against violencel
and to set out xules of evidence designed to ensuke Ealrness ijn
the adalni.tration of the. ccinal -justice system. For this
reason,
If

Titles 1,

IV,

i,

and V raise no serious

luqal questimnx,

Congress has mads the appropriate findings and *heard the

appropriate evidence, Title III

which creates a federal dause

--

of action for those subject to Ocrimes of vioLence motivated by
the victim's genderO --

is also, in all'probabiLity,

constitutional under both the comnecre clause and section 5 of
the fourteenth amendment.

I do-suggest,

however,

that "Title III

should be amended to clarLty the connection between its.
provisions and the sources ot -constitu'tional authority.
In

particular.

Title ILI might

Include provisions that (a)-

rike clear the effects of gender crLmea on intecstate 'commerce
and {b)
in

erphAsize the-existence of,!current bias or discri- nation

the ccikinal.;Justice system

Congcess. belLeve,
vLolent criselof

in

'-

bias or discrlinatiol"

many cases.deprives women subject to

the equaL.protection-of

Leqislative.histeory

tbat,

-ncluding

th

the laws.

committee

The

report,

should also

reveal attention to these considerations. WLth the appropciate
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findings. and with the appropriate factual record, Title (11
should raise no serious constitutional objection.

Ut. Titles I, 11, Iv

Titles 1,

11,

IV,

and V

and V are plainly author ized by the

Conettutton. I offer a brief discussion.
A. Federal, expend3 Luces -for federal purpoges art! plainly
witb~n congressional paver.. Many provisions of S. 1f, simply
create programs acid muthori~e

expenditures

tor feleral purp~aeu.

Subtitle D-of Title. I creates a NIational Conn'isiion itviolent
Crice Against W~omen.

Subt~tle 8 of Title rE reqsalror

thot

Secretary of Uducatioi to educate young people about- dumcttie
violence.

Subtitle-D of Title V peovIde. for ediicaLion ud

trainiag programs -fdr federal judges -andicouirt por 30nn041
Theas, provisions' raiue.-po.- serious- question.
power to jdkke-lau And to -"pra~vIde for the common

Congrt.; ha-a the
I.

anid

L)LuefCC'

generAl Nelfare~qf the.United States." The pover to establish anid
fund cotusissions. Is of course ancillary to the poiuer to make
The power to provide fttundo* to executive and judicialI

Id..

f f ici a 1

ia

Lncldentai* to the'power to create, lover courtui and t.o cic(artexucutive.

offices., to carry out. Tationai.- rtsponsibilitLCJ.

genecally Buckley,,v.. Vae.

See

424 U.3; 1 (1976).

Subt5.tl* V of Title [C acquires. the.-Postntagter Uerlerc&L to
iinsus regulations to secure the confidentiality of ttie addr;c!±
of an abused person 4. ecause Congrese-has te-po'.Jr cat
Post Off ioes6O Art.- J't section'$,

cl.

rntab i -.
;h

7,. there can be no dioub.

that It has thu authority to erage in regulatory activity of
this sort. See, e.g., Hamli g v. United States, 418 U.S. 87
11974)j Baddecs
U.G.

v. U.S.. 240 U.S. 391 (19 1$1J

tn re Rapier, 143

110 (1892).
B. Fedza1 grants to state and local government are

authorized by the Spendlng Clause. Much of S.

lS coonsiste of

conditional federal giants. WiLth rspect to Title Zr Subtitle B
grants money to state and local governments( and.to Indian
tribes, to combat violent crimes against vomen. SubtLtle C grants
money to prevent crime in urban transportation and-in public
parks. Subtitle IF grants money for ed-catlon and preventloa of
sexual assaults.

With respect to Title-11: SubtitLe B provides

grants to encourage states and locaLities to treat spousal
violence as a serious violation oE the criminaL law.

Subtitle C

appropriates twory to fund shelters for victims of doestic-.
violenoe.. SutAitle D provides grants for public LafoYmatLon
campaigns, shelter assistance,

and related purposes.

Title IV generally provides qrants for-canpus cape education
and prevention. It

also requires.reporting of:the relevant

actitLvies and of the levels.of criminal offenses on cantpus.

In

the relevant programs, the school must disclose to the victim of
sexual assault the outcome-of any lnvestiqation..fitle V creates
grants to develop programs to be 4sed by states on rape, sexual.
assault, and domesLic violence.
There is no doubt that these programs are constitutional
under the spending clause ("The Congress stal have Power Tio
. provide for the cowuon Defence and general Welfare of the

Unit*4 States';

taken In conjunction with the nr catay ad

Proper clause. Progeans of cooperative feder~illus
mational government grants mcey, but wtth atrini
are extremely well-eutabllshed.
U.S.

203 (1L9871

Fenust

--

in wk'i':h ty-

.tdChed

See South Dakotai v. D~ole,

State School &Hosp.v.

--

183

diderman,

451I

U.S. 1 (19821 1 Steward Machine Co. v. Davis, 301 U.S. 548 (19.37).
* I! Congress attached an arguably unconstttutinaL

citditlvt,

to a grant, there would of course be room for conutiliutionil
doubt. But none or these programs-raluom thetue concerns.*
C. Now *videntiary rules are authored by Article

II.

Subtitle E-cceates new evidentiazy rules in case of violence
aqainst women. -Congress unquestionably has the power to create
such rule@ under its power to create lower federal IrOurta3.
together with the necessary and* proper clause.

raised serious queailonsathfeer]

If

this pruv1BLoun

Rulei of Civil ProcedJure

and the F~doial* ItuLes of EVidotco -would do so as well;, there ia
aruple authority to the- contrary. Seer e.g., RannA'v.. 0treJL
U.S.

460,

472 (196S)

I"Por* the constitutional provision for a.

fade;a&L court system faugmen-ted 'by the Necessary and Proper
Clause[ Carries Witt, It ce. qressional power to nake cule%;
govetaing, the practice-and pleadinq in thost courts, which in
turn includes a power to regulate matters whicfl,

thouqti 1..Ilinq

within the uncertain area between substance and potzdOUrC,
rationally capable of classification .asoeithec.;

3re

Int He Air

&Tbe-fact that ualveraities nuat disclose thp os3tcoc~ws Ot
proceedInqs to siodlAs does not violate rights~ of anttlaaitto OS

of univecsities.'

.

.
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Crash Dilsasder Hear Chicaqo. 701 r.2d 1.S9, 1193 (7th Cir. 1983);
Flarunio v. Bonda Motor Co.. 733 r.2d 463, 470 (7th Cit. 1841.
D. Conscessional protection against ltetastate sexual
violence falls within the commerce clause, and the full faith and
credit clause Justifies congiessional protection of state
Protective orders.0 Title L1 makes It a cime for sour-one to
travel across state lines to injure a spamse or intimate partner.
It also creates a federal penalty for the v~olatlca

of a

protective order in states other than those in which. the order
was issued, and allows. restitution In such cases. finally, it
grants full faith and credit in all. states to protection ocdlers
issued in any state.
All oE theme provisios ,are plaLaly.permi~lbe. Congress'
power.oer Interstate

zoe of course allows it to regulate

Interstate ciim. See Perce .v. United States

4D2 0.S. 146

(19711. The latter two Wovislons oE T~tleJIZ1 are. puthozi:.d by
the full faith and credIt clause (Article Wo section .),
together witb the nocessry apd proper clause. Theme two
provisions ars designed Lq protect orders JJnocm stats against
the possible threats to thes
federal -syst.

that are posed by the existence of a

They the9rtfore faXl veilL.

ithin congressional

power.

l1i.

?Ltle IN

TItle lZ of S,..
IS creates a cause oC action foc anyone who
has been subject to

criLass of violence motivated by the victim's
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gender." It alloys the victim to see for (aaonq other things)
cot peneatory and punitive damages. With the appropriate seczid
and findiaqs, this pcovision La In all likelihood constitutLonal
under both the conuerce clause and section five ot the

ouitreentl

amendment. It would, however, be highly desirable to arend S. 15
In certain respects, in order to make clearer the connection
between Title III and Congress'

enumerated po.erj.

I

iutj.iit

,

possibllLties below.
A. The commerce clause.

11)Backgrounid. In a -,4ri

6f

cases, the Supreme Court has held that the cominerce power

in

exceptionally broad# allowtnq Congress to reach seciingly loacai

activity. In Iickard v. Filburn, 317 U.S. 111 (1942), for
example, the Court ,upheld the wheat quotas in the AqrLcULtural
Adjustment-,Act, as applied to a dairy farm that appeared to
produce wheat isrely for conaumption on the far.tm itself. The
Court saLd that L.ie consumption of purely home-grown"wheat could
be regulated nationally: ".It can hardly be denied

Cha

d factor

of such volume- and variability as homa-consuamed wheat would have
a substantial influence on pricz end market coaditions. This may

acise because being in marketable condition such wheat overhan?.ri
the market . .

.

BUt i v assume that it is n*ver marketed, iL

supplies a need-of the man who grew it...

." Id.

it

128. 1Purel,

local activity could thus be regulated because ot it3 effectt' :)r
interstate ooece- Impostantly, the Court said th.t this
cumulative effect of a nwaber of purely locaL actLvLLies could I)Q
sufficient to find the necessary "effect." Such a cumulative
affect was all that was requited.
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Along similar lines Is Perev v. UnLted States, 402 U.S. 146
(1971).

There the Court upheld a prohi.bltion on loan-sharkcing

enforced by threats of violence,

as applied to acts committed

Wholly intcastate, and without proof of Interstate movement, use
of interstate facilities, or interstate effects. The Court said
that loan sarkig "in its national setting" is a -ethod used by
*interstate organized crime.* and that so long as tbe broad class
of activities has interstate effects, there vas no need for proof
"that" the particular intrastate activity against which a sanction
w'as Laid had an effect on oomerce." According to the Court,
"where the class of activities is regulated and that class is
within the reach of federal over,

the courts have no power 'to

excise, as trivial, individual instances' of the class (emphasis
in origLnalt citation omitted). ld. at 154. Bee also United
States v. Derby, 31? U.S.

100.

121 (194L)

(alLowing regulation.

"when the means chosen, although not thesmelvem within the
granted power. were nevertheless deemed appropriate aids to the
accomplis nnt of some pucpose within an adriitted rower of the
national governest.a).
finally, consider Xatzenbach v. McClung, 379 U.S. 294
(1964).

There the Court upheld the application of the Civil

Rights Act of 1964 to Ollie's Earbecue. a family-owned restaurant
in Birminghamu, Alabamai The Court emphasized evidence beeore
Congress that discrianation on the basis of Ca:s d13coUcaqed
Lntewatate travel, and therefore had consequences for interstate
commerce.. Congress could reasonably Cind tdat Oestabiislued
restaurants

.

. . sold less interstate goods because of the
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discri.ination, that interstate travel was obstructed directly
its that business In qneral suffered and that many new
bualneses refrained from establishlng there as a result."

Id.

300. The Court said that such evidence suggested that all
restaurants could be regulated, even Lf particular reetaucants
had little connection to interstate comnerce. It *'tht'
legislators, in Light of the (acts and testimony Lbe[ore theu,,
have a rational basis' for findIng a chosen regulatory scheiel
necessary- to the, protection of commerce, our investigation [a .
an end."

Id at 304-04.

Other cases reiterate this "rational baois

m

stasidard. See,

e.g., Uoile..VLrngiaa Surface KJnLnq _Asn., 452 U.S. 264
(198L)i Nodel v. Indiana, 452 U.S. 314 (1981);.ratzenbach.v.
McCC.

370"U.S. at 303-041

Heart of Atlanta MKtel,

In,.

v.

united States, 379-u.s; 241, 258, 262 (1964). In Hodel v.
Indian., .the Cort

described the. basic test in thi

way,:

"A'oUtL

way invaLidate legislation enacted under the Commqce Cl,It3e
if "it In clear that there Is

LIl1

no rational basis for a

congcsslona.L finding that the regulated activity affect
Interstate commerce, or that there is no reasonabi" connection
between. the. regulatory moans selected'and the asserted

.nds," 4c.

0.S. at 423,-2';
:(21" Title, II.and'the

comere clause

These caces suqqr.tt

three basic principles that bear on.TitleII1. Fir,
standard of review is

the

highly doerentiall Congreso need only hl%-,

a Orationad basleg Cor its decisLon.eSecoad, Calgrenn can rv.-ach
activity khat by itself does not affect 'interstate coraercce,

ro
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long as it is paxt of a class of activities having a cumulative
effect on interstate cormere.

Third, Congress can reach activity

that by itself is trivial or without

interstate effect.

With appropriate evidence and findLnges,

G. 15 should fit

comfortably under the rationale of these cases. Congress could
reasonably find, for example,

that the existence of sex-reLated

violence "overhangs the market," in the sense that it discouraqes
wonen from workLnq In jobs and tr^velling to places In which sexrelated violence oceats. Such violence sight well lead women to
keep to the hmeo or to stay out of cotain places -- including

workplaces and other institutions. enqgaqed in interstate
--

comerce

altogether, and thus to disrupt the Inturstath production of

goods and servLces.

This was precisely the rationale on wkich the

Court relied In upholding the 1964 CLvil Itghts Act vith respect
to race land, presumably, sex as well). Indea, It In probably.
more plausible to say that sex-related vLolnce9

as a class,

affects interstate .conwroe then it is to say that nonviolent
sex-related acts of discrimination, as a class, affect interstate
comuerce -

aFd under.Reart of Atlanta motel, broad congressional

power can be found. under.

the latter rationale.

in aWdAtion, f Conqress miqht. reasonably find that sex-related
vilence affects interstate comerce not simply by detercibg women from engaging in certain interstate commercial activicles,
but also by producing large losses in

Interstate productivity

* do not, however, taxe a position on whether the reLevant
evidence.-Justifles the necessary findings, ad.y.subsequent
ceferenoea to what Conqzess might "reasonably find" are based on
the assumption that therecord in fact justifies that concLusion.

-
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after the violent acts have occurred. The facts before the
Committee --

elLhasiving enornous levels of sec-relar'id

and the recent increase In that form of crimInality

--

viLolIel(:#!,

c Ild

ceasnably Justify the concLusion that the interstate market is
adversely affected. The adverse effects m ght include d decreAue

in qoods aRd services, diminished e4ployee

productivity,

iscreamed medicall qosts, and decreases in both the supptLt of anJ
demAnd for interstate product@, CosPade heart of

A.tt,,t.a Met,

supra. For all of these purposes, it Ls irrelevant Lhat iolated
acts of sex-related vkolegce do nt. have such ef ects. The
cumulaLive effect principle would be entirely sufficient.
I believe .that under this rationale, Title III would ard
should be found wLthn coagressional powez.h It wouLd, however,
be extremely vaLuable to ensure that the text of the Gtatuto 4nd
its history include the necessary findings and the evidence on
which they a.te based. j.recommend tha

section 301(a) be amondud

to include two additional subsections briefly, Teferrinc to the
findings described

.n.
the previous two paragraphs of thin

statement.
b. Section 5. .1) Backcound. lhe equal protection clauue of
the fourteen.h amendment was the only provision of that ariendneit
that waa *ntjrely nuito the Amecican Constitution. ILq lkasic
motivating foxce w&s to ensure that the system of crioirmal

&This viesw would not mean that Congress .s the qoneral
power to esact 4"federal "criminal"code. It depend; on upeei tle
congressional conclusions about.the .nterstAte effects of sexrelated violence'-- just as In Perez Reart of Atlanta FMott.
Darb, and many other cases.

81-153 - 94 - 3

)ustice would protect blacks as welL as Whites Ltom criminal
violence Ipbltic and private). Thus the background to the clause
prolnently included the concern that in the aftermath of
Slavery,

the states were not protecting blacks against acts of

violence as wel as they vere protecting whites. In its core
meaning, the equal protection"
ensure that the criinal

of the laws was designed to

justice system would protect black

people, no less than whites, against cLimes.
Tairsan, Reconstruction and Reunion,

See qemreLly

1864-1888,

Part 1 1"1971);

Fairman,

Does the F6urteenth Amendment Incorporate the Bill of

Rights?,

2 Stan.

it. Rev. S (1949);

Frank & Ronro,

Understanding of "Equal Protection of the Laws,"

The Original
2.972 Wash.

U.

L.Q. 421. Section 5 of the Eourteenth amendmet unquestionably
gives Congress power to respond to this situation. Indeed, that
was one of ita core purposes.
With 'respect to Congress'

precise pOwic under section 5,

however, the law is somewhat unsettled. In an earLy cuse, tbe
SUpxeee Court suggested that under section 5

Congress could

.aqtuaLly conclude that a practice violated the fourteenth
amendment even if

the Court disagreed

an

having so concluded,

Congress could probib6t'that practice. On this Oiaubstatlve"
view, Congress can actually define the content of the equal
protection clause. Katzenbach v. Korgan. 384 U.S. 641 (1966.
Latzanbach,

In

the Court upheld a statute barring states from

denying the right to vote to people who had at least a sixth
grade education, on the theory that Congress could conclude that
the denial 'constituted an invidious discrimination in violation
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of the Equal. ProtectLcn Clause.'

Id. at 656. The m.jocity of 1.1.

Court has not accepted thts broad,

iubatanttvp v'icyh

congressional pover In any subsequent case.

It

if

would therefore r,

utiviS. to attempt to tely on the substantl~e view to dc-tend s.

IS.
A

such are modest and qutieraliy accepted view, aliso uet Lwi

In Kattenbach, says that section~ S allowo Congresu~ to proviJe
riemedle5 for what are, unconkroversiaiiy,

violations of the

fourteenth ameutent. These remedies may be quIte broad and
peophylaCtio, in the snse that in the process of reaching
oonstLtational vilations* Conressu

"a also reach practica tb~it

do nqt violate the Constitution.~t go

City of Rome v. United

States$ 446 U-..156
383 U.6. 30L. (1966)

(1

980

)j

cE.

South Caroina v. IKatzenhich,

(sixilat reasoning urndmc fifteenth

azenftoat).
In. CIty.of Romne, for ezampli, the Court used tiiu. ct ional%
to uphold the. Voting. Right. Act prohibItion -on cacially
discriminatory effects in voting systems

--

even t~iugh tiuch

effects do not violate the Constitution unlessa ccoumxpnied by a
discriminatory intent. The Coart-said: "Congress could

ationaIly

have cncluded that, because electoral chan*2es by jur ladiction%
with a demonstrabLe history_ of:Intestiona. .racial -diocrimniration
in voting createthe -risk of purpga~efuL discr ininatione
proper tp prohibit -changes that. have.. a..dscrLuintocy

"46 L!.Si at

it %rias
iupact."

17. -Hee.a undef.,te 4gomezce clause, the Court

has 3ppLied biqhty:defezentisi~rationa1lb4sirs review. Moreover,
Lk has ailow9ed-Comqrss

to-reach.-activLties..thaLby thecuacives do~
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not calse

constitutional

corecefno so looq an -.hoe activities

Ace

part of a class of activities within congressional authority.
(2)

S.

15 and section 5.

The Court has made it

very clear

that state laws and practices that discriminate on the basis of
sex will

be scrutinized closely under the equal protection

clause. See, e.g., Craig v. Boren, 429 0.S. 190 (1976)1
Mississippi University for Women v. Hogan, 458 U.S.

718 (1982).

It the criminal justice system discriminated against women, it
would be violatinq the equal protection clause. Moreover, one
form of iapemissible discriminatLon could be a refusal to treat
violence against women as seriously as other forms Of violent
crime, or as violence against men. See Ylck Io v. Hopklns, 118
U.S. 356" (discriminatory enforcement of the law violates the
equal protection clause); McCleskey v. lemp, 481

.S.

279 11987)

(refusing to find discriminatory purpose in the ezisteace of
capital punishaent simply because of statistical evidence, but
ackno ledginq that IC a discriminatory purpose were present,

the

process would violate the equal protection clause|.
As McCloskey makes clear, courts are ILl-squipped to remedy
systemic discrimination in the criminal justice system. Indeed,
the McCloskey Court erpressly invited a legislative response to
anm such discrimtnatLon: "NcCleskey's arqglents are beat
presented to the leglalative bodies.* 481 U.B. at 319.
A congressionaL fir dinq of an equal protection violation
here could take one'of two forms.
substantive"
reached its

Undet thb more controversial

reading, Congress'could simply say that It

has

oin'Lndepbndent conclusion that eaLstinq criminal.

justice systems deny the equal protection of the 1dws to women
because they deal

Inadequmtely wlth sexual violence dgainlL

women. Undec the much less controversial
Congress could say that

Ire'wdlal"

recidinq,

it is seeking to remedy vhat would

clearly be a constitutional violation ander

the Supreme Couit'2

own decisions. Such a violation consists of bias or
discrimination-in the admtniatratlon of the criminal ju!tice
system -

id the fora of a'refusal to deal adequately wiLh criner,..

against wdoen. in part because the victims in the relevant caio.t;
are women.
On this second view, S. 15 is quite similar to the
provistons of the Voting Rights Act upheld in South CdroLin,Kattenbach and City of Roae v. United States. In both of these
cases,

it was irrelevant that not every Instance of prohibited

conduct violated the equal protectLon clause.

In bcth of

these

cases, the Court allowed Congress to invalidate a lbractice that.
the ctrt

the Court would not itself strike down. In both cases3,
relied heavily on extensive

factual documentiJt.irni of wide:;.n,J.

systemlc disczlmination. In both cases,

the Court allowed

Corgress to paint with a broad brush, that is,

to teach

situations that niqht not, in their particulars, violatie the
Constltution, in the interest of creating a prophylactic

aqain&r

situations that do violate the Constitution.

This' 'arg'uent on. behalf of S.

15 appears to rJsi

WiQ11 W'ittlLtl

the precedents, and Indeed it seems clearly correct. It does
suggest-, however,

that Title IIl should be gewritten to emphasi',

legislative findings of equal protection vlolaticns, instead of

or as well as vioLatLons of the privileges and imAunities
clause.*

would suggest that section 30I(a)t3) be revrltten

aLong these lines, and that at the very least, a new section Cc)
be added after the current section (b) to make this crystal
clear.
Notably, this argument would make it

aLtogether unnecessary

to ask the coopiex, controversial, and unresolved question
whether section S of the foucteeath amendment allow Congress to
reach purely private action. On the acgumnt outlined above,
Congress is responding to an equal protection problem ia the
adiniltratIon of state and local Law by state and local
qoverraental authorities. It
all --

Is not responding to private acts at

no more than the equal protection clause itself does so by

cequiclng states to protect blacks as well

as whites from private

.AI its current version, S. 15 refers to rights, privileges
and Lmmunities. See 301(b)."The purpose of this provision is not
entirely clear. [nsotar as it Is refering to the privileges and
Irwmnities clause of article V, section 2. it is referring to a
provision that has cothinq to do vith sex discrimination. Insotar
as it is referring to the privileges and Immunitles protected by
the fourteenth ace.-minet, it Is referring to a relatively narrow
category of rights, as held in The Slaughter-House Cases, 83 U.S.
36 (1873) (referrinq to expressly gu-ranteed national iqhts, to
right to use navigable waters to the United States, the right of
free access to seaports, and the right to cone to seat of
government to assert claims upon lt).
The relationship between
section 5 of the fourteenth amendment and the privileges and
imunitLes clause raises large and difficult
questions. Insofat
as it is bull-ding on 42 U.S.C. 1913 as a precedent, that statute
is fundamentally different, since it creates a cause of action
for (a) vioLations of existqln Cederal constitutional rights and
(b) violations of exist-In"'aideral statutory rights. Unless
Cbongress.can point.to sonue other source of constitutional
authority to add "gender cruNes" to (a$ and (bi -- and I believe
that it does -- section 1983 seems to be an inadequate precedent.
The intended function of section 301(b) is therefore iost
obscure.
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violence. Thus it Is entirely unnecessary to decide the questlo,
unanswered bi United States v. Gtest,

383 U.S.

745 (1966).

whether Congress may reach purely private action, or purely
prLvate acts of violence.

The target of S.

administration of the system of crimnirl

15 is the

justice, as applied ro

sex-related violence. .Indeed, S. 15 Is far easier than Gue.ot,
because it

in aimed at state

private people at

aLl,

aimed at both of these,

and

criminal
(b)

Justice system; and

because to the extent

there is tar clearer

stAtc

here than Ln Guest itself, which found sufficient
solely on the basis

of false private

(a,

mit.

that'it

i-

involvme.t

involvement

reports of cri.irml activit,

that had been given to police officers.

IV. Conclusion

Almst all of S. 15, as currently drafted, falls easily
within constitutiona! authority.
can ensure that

no group Li

Nortover,

because of

the

its

Ldel'thlat CO11rc',;

roul sttuR

Gub)jct

to particular forms ot violence, and that there is equality in
the administration of the criminal justice syte.
comfortably with the words and history of the

fit.-

mst

fourteenth

amendment, and with the post-Civil War allocation of authority
between the national government and the states."
Title IIl

'To this

a predecessor

raises somewhat more subtle issues,
extent, the federalism concerns --

exlress.

ed abu,:t

to this bill in the letter of October 9, 1990,

the U.S. Department of Juscice to this Cormittee --

misplaced.

but I believe

seem

tro,n
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that wLth the appropriate to-at,
leqsiLation history,

it

ULdLn,

evidence, and

too would taLse no serLous constitutional

doubt, and vtjld be upeld under

both the cinerc.

clause and

auction 5 of the fourteenth amendment. I have outlined several
possible amendment designed to accomplish that end.
I would be happy to respond to any questions that you may
have.

Mrs. SCHROEDER. Doesn't it make sense, then, to do something
about it?
Ms. SYMONDS. It absolutely does. That's the question. What do
we do about it in the most effective way to really stop this horrible
crime?
I think that's the beauty of many of the other provisions of this
bill, which as I said, I think, look very creatively at the problem
and ae really designed in a very direct way to stop it so that we're
not fearful when we walk on the streets.
Mrs. SCHROEDER. Well, I mean, this is to also say the Federal
Government's going to start taking this very seriously. I think that
is one of the problems of women's rights that has not been taken
seriously since the Civil Rights Act of 1964, when sex was put in
kind of as a joke.
Then every time we tr7 to move into civil rights statutes, people
kind of say, "Well, but it s women, and there are so many of them,
and can't they just get a grip? Why are they so fussy?" Meanwhile,
the statistics are really incredible, and the crime statistics continue
to be going up against women, whereas they tend to be going down
against men, which shows a gender bias in many other things that
we sea, out there.
So I just want to .ay, Mr. Chairman, I am very frustrated by the
ACLU's view on ths, and I only wish they had been as reasonable
as some of the others. I will put their statements in the record, and
I thank you.
Mr. EDWARDS. Thank you. I have some other statements to put
in the record, a statement of the Judicial Conference of the United
States. Without objection, it will be made a part of the record. It's
from Judge Stanley Marcus, district judge. They take no position
although he is ve-y knowledgeable about the matter. We discussed
this in some deta!..
I also would, without objection, put in the record at this moment
the letter dated the 16th of this month from the Conference of
Chief Justices. This group of State judges is in opposition to the
bill. We can refer that to the record.
[The letters, with enclosures, follow:]
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November 16, 1993

Honorable Don Edwards
Chairman, Subcommittee on Civil
and Constitutional Rights
Committee on the Judiciary
United States House of Representatives
Hl-A806 O'Neill House Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20515
Dear Mr. Chairman:
I appreciate the invitation of the Subcommittee on Civil ar.d
Constitutional Rights to comment on the provisions of H.R. 1133,
the Violence Against Women Act of 1993, and the provisions in S.
11 (the Senate companion bill), which would create a new civil
rights cause of action for victims of crimes of violence
motivated by gender. As you know Mr. Chairman, in August, 1991,
the Chief Justice of the United States appointed an Ad Hoc
Committee on Gender-Based Violence for the Judicial Conference.
The primary propose of the Ad Hoc Committee is to monitor the
pending bills on the subject and provide such assistance as may
be appropriate, given the historic role the courts have played in
guaranteeing the civil rights of all our citizens. I serve as
Chair of that Ad Hoc Committee in addition to my duties as Chair
of the Judicial Conference Committee on Federal-State
Jurisdiction.
Enclosed with this letter are copies of the resolutions
adopted by the Judicial Conference concerning the Violence
Against Women legislation. In September of 1991 the Judicial
Conference adopted a resolution in opposition to specific
provisions of S. 15, the predecessor bill to S. 11. At that
time, the Judicial Conference opposed provisions in Titles II and
III of S. 15, expressing concern about the impact of the
legislation on the federal and state courts and its potential to
disrupt traditional jurisdictional boundaries between the federal
and state courts.
In March of 1993 the Judicial Conference reviewed its
previous position on the Violence Against Women legislation and
determined to take no position on the specific provisions of S.
11, except to endorse the provisions of Title V of S. 11, which
encourage the circuit judicial councils to conduct studies with
respect to gender bias in their respective circuits. The
Judicial Conference reiterated the concerns expressed in its
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prior resolution and its general concerns about the trend toward
federalization of state law crimeb and causes of action.
Mr. Chairman, the Judicial Conference has no position on the
merits of the specific provisions included in H.R. 1133 or its
companion measure S. 11 which would create a new civil rights
cause of action for victims of crimes of violence motivated by
gender. We believe it is the province and function of Congress
to balance these issues as Congress strives to address
meaningfully the serious problems associated with violence
against women.
I have had an opportunity over the past several months, in
my capacity as Chair of the Ad Hoc Comittee, to discus this
legislation with many Members of Congress and staff in both the
House and Senate. As you know, the provisions of S. 11 have now
been included as a part of S. 1607, the Violent Crime Control and
Law Enforcement Act of 1993. While the civil rights provisions
included in H.R. 1133 include some of the limitations included in
the Senate language, the definition of crime of violence appears
to be broader. The Senate bill includes language requiring proof
of discriminatory motivation as an element of the cause of action
by defining a "crime of violence motivated by gender" as a "crime
of violence committed because of gender or on the basis of
gender, and due, at least in part, to an animus based on the
victim's gender." The Senate language also limits the crime of
violence to those crimes constituting a felony against the person
or a felony involving property if there is a risk of serious harm
to an individual. The bill specifically provides that there is
no supplemental or pendant jurisdiction over divorce proceedings,
alimony, equitable distribution of martial property, or child
custody decrees. The bill also limits removal of the Title III
actions initially filed in the state courts. It is my
understanding that the subcommittee will also be considering this
language in its hearing today.
Mr. Chairman, as we've noted, the creation of rights and
remedies in the federal courts is within the province of
Congress. Most respectfully, however, we believe that it is
important for Congress to provide the additional resources needed
by the Judiciary to enable it to meet this additional
responsibility. Therefore, we would urge you to address that
need in the bill and in future support at the Appropriations
Committees of tha Congress.
An your committeee considers this important legislation we
stand ready to provide whatever assistance you may deem
appropriate.
Thank you again for considering our views.
Sin

rely,

Saly rcu s
Chairman, Ad Hoc Committee
on Gender-Based Violence
Enclosures

Report
of the
Proceedings of the
Judicial Conference
of the
United States

March 16, 1993
Washington, D. C.
1993

AD HOC COMM117EE ON GENDER-BASED VIOLENCE
The Judicial Conference adopted the following resolution:
After considering the report and recommendations of the Ad
Hoc Committee on Gender-Based Violence, and as a result of the
dialogue the Ad Hoc Committee has undertaken with the sponsors
of the proposed Violence Against Women Act of 1991 (S. 15, 102d
Congress) since the Judicial Conference adopted its resolution
about the proposed 1991 Act (JCUS-SEP 91, pp 57-58), the
Conference takes no position on specific provisions of the proposed
Violence Against Women Act of 1993 (S.1 1, 103d Congress). The
Conference reiterates its concerns expressed in its prior resolution
and its general concerns about the trend toward federalization of
state law crimes and causes of action.
At the same time, the Conference believes that the provision
of Title V of S. 11, encouraging circuit judicial councils to conduct
studies with respect to gender bias in their respective circuits, has
great merit and the Conference endorses that specific provision.

Report
of the
Proceedings of the
Judicial Conference
of the
United States

September 23-24, 1991
Asheville, North Carolina
1991

commrnEr on FFDERAL-SrA1E juilCTON
VIOLENCE AGAINST WOM ##ACT
considering the report and recommendations of the Committee on
After
Federal-State Jurisdiction and the Ad Hoc Committee on Gender-Based Violence,
the Judicial Conference approved the following resolution on S. 15 (102nd
Congress), the proposed Violence Against Women Act of 1991:
The Judicial Conference of the United States, while
support the objectives of Vie Violence Against Women Act of
1091 (S.15). Joins the National Conferbnoe of Stae Chief Justices
In opposing specific provisions of the current draft Val
SlInfficranty threaten the aly of te federal; courts to adrrinister
tbs Act. 9n other Acts of Congress, promptly, fairly, and In
accordance with thi objectives.
Title Ill of S. 15 as drafted creates federal kxisdiction to
Jlow victims of certain defined criminal acts motivated by gender
to recover compensatory and punitive damages. The Conference
agrees with the State Chief Justices that the current broad
definition of crime (applicable, for example. to misdemeanors and
other minor threats against persons and property) creates a right
that 'will be invoked as a bargaining tool within the context of
divorce negotiations and add a major complicating factor to an
environment which is often aornon,-us as itis!
Title II creates a federal crime where one who, having
traveled across a state line, commits an intention ac I Vial injures
his spouse or intimate partner. Furthermore. the federal court
before which the criminal case is brought may issue temporary
orders of protection of an abused spouse or intinate partner.
The Conference agrees with the State Chief Justices when
they say that S. 15 as drafted oould cause major state-federal
jurisdictonal problems and disruptions In the processing of
domestic relations cases in state courts. The Chief Justices point
out that over three million domestic relations cases were filed in
stale courts in 1989. If a party to one-tenth of those suits were
to seek collateral recourse under S. 15,those cases alone would
exceed the total of all cases now pending in the district courts
and courts of appeals of the federal judiciary.
In the recently enacted Cvil Justice Reform Act, Congress
recognized and stated very well the predicament of the civil
dockets of the federal courts. By adding to those dockets causes
of action now actionable in stale courts, as S. 15 would do, or as
sections 202 and 1213(G) of S. 1241 (the Violent Crme Control
Act of 1991) would do, the serious problem will become much
worse.
The subject of violence based on gender and possible
responses is extremely complex. The Conference is prepared to
work with Congress to ensure the most efficient utilzation of
scarce judicial 'esoures and to fashion an appropriate response
to violence directed against women.
The Conference instructed the Ad Hoc Committee on Gender-Based
Violence to continue is dialogue with the sponsors of S. 15 and, in
collaboration with the Executive Committee. to make known the position of the
Judicial Conference to the members ofCongress. See also Violence Against
Women Act,' sura p. 47.
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VIOLENCE AGAINST WOtEN ACT
The Violence Against Women Act of 1991 (S. 15, 102nd Congress) would,
among other things, make the intentional injury to a spouse or intimate partner,
by one who crossed a state line, a federal crime (Tile 10, provide for a civil
rights remedy inthe federal courts for victims of gender-based violence (Title IIl)
and *encourage the circuit courts to conduct studies of Instances, if any, of
gender bias in each circuit (Tile V). The Executive Committee agreed to take
no position on Title V, but directed the AdMinistrative Office to continue to wo,-k
with Congress to obtain acceptable modifications. With regard to Titles If and
Ill, three Conference committees had reviewed the legislation and reported
concern about its potential impact on the federal courts. Accordingly, the
Committee voted to recommend the appointment by the Chief Justice of a
special Ad Hoc Committee on Gender-Based Violence, not limited to members
of the Executive Commfttee, to address the bill. See also "Violence Against
Women Act," infra pp. 57-58.

Conference of Chief Justices
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The Honorable Don Edwards
Chairman
House Judiciary Committee
Rights
Subcommittee on Civil
Room 806 O Neil] House Office Building
Washington, DC 20515
Dear Representative Edwards:
On behalf of the Conference of Chief Justices, an association of the fifty-seven
chief justices of the states, territories, and the District of Columbia, I wish to express my
grave concerns over the section of the proposed Violence Against Women Act that would
create a Federal civil cause of action for gender-based violence which has appeared as
Title M of S.II and H.R 1133. Adoption of either the House or Senate version of this
section would present major problems for state courts,
At the outset, we wish to state our unequivocal support for the intention of this
bill The problem of violence against women in our society is well established and the
need for expanded and aggressive public programs to address the issue is well
documented Our concern with Title III should in no way be taken as evidence of a lack
of concern by the Conference of Chief Justices for the issue or lack of sympathy for
programs that respond to the problem
The position of the Conference was expressed succinctly in a Resolution adopted
January 31, 1991, which is attached to this letter. The arguments in support of the
Conference's position are well expressed in a statement submitted to the Committee on the
Judiciary, United States Senate, in April of 1991 by the Honorable Vincent L. McKusick,
Chief Justice of Maine, then President of the Conference of Chief Justices. The changes
that have been made in the language of House and Senate versions of Title I] in the 103rd
Congress have done little to address the fundamental problem for state courts posed by
this legislation.
We respectfulUy suggest that major dislocations of state court responsibility for
family law should be taken only in the most extreme circumstances It has been argued

that Federal action is required because of the inadequacy of State programs given the fact
that the problem persists. We do not find this argument convincing. State governments
have taken major steps to address the problem. The range of state programs includes tort
reform, improved law enforcement practices and procedures, judicial training programs,
court based domestic intervention centers, and special offices of the prosecutor. The
variety of state responses bears witness to the complexity of the issue and the -.'epth of
state government concern. Furthermore, the number and breadth of state programs are
growing. Any assertion that states are ignoring die problem cannot be substantiated.
As presently worded, Title Ill represents a major change in civil rights law. The
Senate version of the bill states a person "who commits a crime of violence motivated by
gender . . . shal be liable to the person injured, in an action for the recovery of
compensatory and punitive damages, injunctive and declaratory relief, and such other relief
as a court may deem appropriate.' (S. 11. Title Il, Sec. 302(c)) While the Federal civil
rights statute (42 USC 1983) at present limits jurisdiction to actions of persons operating
under color of !aw, both the House and Senate versions of 1itle III of the Violence
Against Women Act would include violent acts of an individual acting privately, not just
those operating under color of law. The effect will be to give deprivation of civil rights
based on gender greater protection than deprivation based on other class membership such
as race.
Expanding the grounds for a civil cause of action will have serious consequences
for State cours. Concurrent jurisdiction between Federal and State courts, implied in the
House bill and explicit in the Senate version, means both judicial systems will be impacted.
State courts are likely to be impacted to a greater extz-nt %hanFederal courts as the most
common source of violence against women charges inhdomestic relations cases that are the
exclusive province of the State courts. The most recent state court filings summary from
the National Center for State Courts reports that in 1991 there were 2.6 million domestic
relations cases filed, making up 33% of the total civil caseload.
The 1991 Resolution of the Conference of Chief Justices was adopted after much
deliberation and a search for language that would establish a cause of action based on
gender grounded in accepted legal doctrine. We failed to find such language at that time
and nothing has happened in the interim to change our basic position.
If Congress still wishes to create a civil cause of action for gender h'tsed violence, I
would urge it to do so within the context of the current U.S. civil rights code by lmiting
the action to under color of law. Such language would extend civil rights protection to
women without raising jurisdictional problems for State and Federal courts
If even this is unsatisfactory to Congress, there are no alternatives that are who'v
acceptable to State courts, however, I would plead for language that is carefully c', i'ed to
narrow the fact situations to which it applies and to rely on established legal doctrine and
language wherever possible. From this perspective, the House version of Title Ill is
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extremely broad, defining the term "crime of violence motivated by the victim's gender* to
mean 'a crime of violence that is rape.... sexual assault, sexual abuse, or abusive sexual
contact.' This language expands the concept of rape beyond accepted legal doctrine. The
Senate version attempts to anchor the term more closely to accepted notions of criminal
behavior by defining "crime of violence" as 'acts that would constitute a felony against the
person or that would constitute a felony against property if the conduct presents a serious
risk of physical injury to another.0 At the same time, there is no legal precedent for
defining "animus based on the victim's gender," nor does the exclusion of those 'acts that
cannot be demonstrated, by a preponderance of the evidence, to be motivated by gender"
provide an adequate limit.
We appreciate the opportunity to restate our concerns with this very important
legislation.
Sincerely yours,

Lyle Reid
Chief Justice of Teruessee
Chair, Comirttee on State-Federal Relations

Attachments: "Statement Before the U S Senate Committee on the Judiciary
S. 15 Violence Against Women Act of 199 1

"Conference of Chief Justices Resolution X
S 15 Violence Against Women Act"

STATEMENT BY CONFERENCE OF CHIEF JUSTICES ON S. IS.
VIOLENCE AGAINST WOMEN ACT OF 1991
Submitted on Behalf of the
Conference of Chief Justices
The Honorable Vincent L McKusick, President
On January 31. 1991, at its midyear meeting, the Conference of Chief Justices
adopted a resolution which supported the general purposes of S. 15 and most of its
major provisions, but which took exception to Section 301(c). This provision, which
creates a federal civil right to sue for damages arising from crimes of violence
motivated by gender, could, as currently drafted, cause major state-federal
jurisdictional problems and disruptions in the processing of domestic relations cases
in state courts. Stated below are the reasons for the concerns of the state supreme
court chief justices.
Impact of Section 301 on domestic relations cases. Ift as appears to be the case,
Section 301(c) permits civil suits against male relatives, particularly against
husbands or intimate partners, it can be anticipated that this right will be invoked as
a bargaining tool within the context of divorce negotiations and add a major
complicating factor to an environment which is often acrimonious as it is. Adding to
the lelihood of this occurrence are the facts that: (1) the bill, in Section 307,
applies the Civil Rights Attorney's Fees Awards Act of 1976 (42 U.S.C 1988) to
suits filed under Title Ell of S. 15; (2) Section 301(c) permits punitive damages which
would not be permissible under the laws of many states; (3) the term "crime of
violence," as used in Section 301(c) and defined in Section 301(d), appears to
include misdemeanor assaults; (4) under this civil cause of action the "crime of
violence* would be provable not by an evidentiary standard of 'beyond a reasonable
doubt." but rather by a mere preponderance; and (5) S. 15, by failure to make
federal jurisdiction exclusive, appears to pant concunent jurisdiction to state courts
pursuant to the holding in Gulf Offshore Co. v Mobil Oil Corp., 453 U. . 473,478.

The Issue of Inter-spousal Udgato goes to the very core of familial
relationship
bdA s a
ivysv
poi
e
issueIn mostate. It does not appear
that S. 15 is meant to plunge the federal government Into this emplex area which
has been waditiodafly reserved to the styles, but this might well be the result if the
curent language stands. It should be noted that the volume otdomestlc relations
litigation in state course Is enormous. State courts reported the filig of 17,321,125

civil cases in 19S9. of which roughly 20% were domestic relations cases (see table
below). This volume alone should raise a warning signal about introducing a major
new ingredient into this area.
COMPARISON OF CIVIL CASELOADS: FIVE STATES

Cc Tac. Connect-

Kansas

Minnesoa

N%h

Ton

8%

11%

3015

5%

2%

Contract

13%

9%

41%

4%

22%

Real
Property

9%

20%

11%

14%

5%

Domestic
Relations

14%

28%

20%

22%

36%

Estate

23%

8%

9%

7%

11%

Mental
Health

2%

2%

3%

1%

4%

SmaD

30%

23%

13%

46%

20%

100%
100%
100%
100%
Source: State Court Caseload Statistics: Annual Report 1989

100%

Claims
TOTAL

It should also be noted that the very nature of marriage as a sexual union
raises the possibility that every form of violence can be interpreted as gender-based.
It would be imprudent to include spousal litigation under Section 301 when in fact
the criminal protections afforded spouses under Title II of S. 15 incorporate
Chapter 109A of Tide 18, United State Code which permits marriage as a defense
to a charge of sexual abuse ( 18 U. S. C. Sec. 2243(c)(2) ).

Section 301(c) appears to eliminate, or at least vitiate, the estate action' requirement
for civil rights litigation and is so broad in scope that it can. with unknown
consequences, throw great confusion into state laws and decisions afnectins
hundreds of thousands of litigants. Section 1983 of Tide 42, United States Code
provides a federal civil remedy for persons whose rights under the Constitution or
federal statutes have been violated "under color of state law." Section 301 of S. 15
invokes the estate action' language of Section 1983 but significantly changes its
effect. As Secton 301(c) of S. 15 is now worded, 'state action' is not a prerequisite
for a suit as it is under Section 1983 of Tide 42. Instead, Section 301(c) of S. 15
applies to "Any person, including any person who acts under color of any statute...'
suggesting that any individual can be sued under the law without reference to the
estate action" test. This breadth of coverage raises important implications for state.
federal reladons and appears to be a major shift in the jurisdictional balance
between state and federal courts.
In pursuit of a noble, but fairly limited, objectve, Section 301(c) overrides
state laws on damages and civil suits between spouses, and creates a definition-of a
'crime of violence 'which is so broad that it makes minor misdemeanors the basis
for a civil suit under 301(c). Specifically, Section 301(d) defines a crime of violence
by incorporating the following language from Section 16 of Title 18, United States
Code.
The term crime of violence means:
(a) an offense that has as an element the use, attempted use, or
threatened use of physical force against the person or property of
another, or

(b)....

Obviously, there is a need to protect women. It is, therefore, bard to take issue with
any aspect of a bill which arises from a genuine concern for the welfare of women.
However, sober consideration of the broad-scale implications of Tte I of S. 1
can only lead to the conclusion that in pursuit of a narrow objective it can wreak
major unforeseen changes in a large area of civil lidgation which h not federal in
nature.

ndioinThe Conference of Chief Justices reaffirms its opposition to Section
301(c), requesting its elimination, or at the least, amendments to address the
concerns noted above.

Conference of Chief Justices
RESOLUTION X
5.15
Violence Against ken Act
WHEREAS.

The Constitution of the United States reserves to the states.
or to the people, all powers not expressly deleyated to the
United States, nor prohibited by It to the states; and

WHEREAS.

spousal and sexual violence ano ill legal Issues involved In
domestic relations historically have been governed by state
crilnal and civil law; and

WHEREAS.

start

courts have the primary responsibility for administering

a coherent and comprehensive system of civil, criminal, and

domestic relations law and have the structure, experience and
procedures for the proper disposition of all cases within
their systems; and
WHEREAS.

the United States Senate Isconsidering S.1S, the Violence
Against Women Act of 1991. whicn proposes federal programs
Intended to assist insolving ;roolems of sexual and domestic
violence; and

WHEREAS,

states also have recognized. and are giving serious attention
to. these problems and are develooing effective programs for
dealing with them; and

WHEREAS.

Section 301(c) of S.15 may be construed to create a federal
cause of action against any person who commits a ":rime of
violence motivated by gender" by describing Its jurisdlction
as encompassing "any person, including a person who acts unoer
color of any State (sic), ordinance, regulations, custom or
usage of any State"; and

WHEREAS.

The most regularly enforced federal civil rights statute (42
USC 1983) limits its jurisdiction to deprivation of civil
rights by state acttcn; and

WHEREAS.

provisions of Section 301(c) would conflict with the laws of
many states by providing for punitive damges and would be
inconsistent with 42 USC 1983; and

WHEREAS,

the federal cause of action created by Section 301 (c)would
impair the ability of state :ourts to manage criminal and
family law matters tradittonally entrusted to the states;
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NON, THEREFORE. BE IT RESOLVEO that the Conference of Chief Justices
commends Congress for addressing the critical problems of
sexual and spousal violence and supports the Intended
objec:Ives of S.15; and
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVEO tha: Section 301(c) be eliminated.

Adopted as proposed by the State-Federal Relations Comlttee of the
Conference.of Chlef Justices at the Fourteenth Midyear Meeting at
Scottsdale. Arizona on January 31. 1991.

Mr. EDWARDS. Mr. Hyde.
Mr. HYDE. Well, I apologize for really not being terribly familiar
with this whole issue. This has suddenly burst upon us, and I
think it's important. I think it's something that I would like to
know more about.
I am concerned that the ACLU has misgivings. I would be most
interested in hearing the views of the administration, of the Attorney General Janet Reno, on this. There is a well-known road paved
with awfully good intentions, and I stipulate there are some awfully good intentions here. I just want to make sure where the road
goes.
Mr. Fein did not give us a statement, but I understand you, too,
were suddenly set upon to testify. But this rush to judgment does
concern me on very important legislation. I wish we a more time
to go into it. This isgoing to the full committee tomorrow is it, Mr.
Chairman? This will e before the full committee tomorrow?
Mr. EDWARDS. I believe that Mrs. Schroeder has it slated for
tomorrow.
Mr. HYDE. I'll try to know more about it tomorrow, then. Thank
you.
Mr. EDWARDS. Correct me if I'm wrong, Mrs. Schroeder.
Mrs. SCHROEDER. I believe the chairman's got it slated for markup tomorrow.
Mr. EDWARDS. Walk me through what a judge does. A judge
looks at the complaint, and what will satisfy the judge that there
is a gender animus here? What kind of proof would have to be presented to the judge?
Ms. GOLDFARI. Do you mean, for e.:ample, in order to withstand
a motion to dismiss?
Mr. EDWARDS. Yes.
Ms. GOLDFARB. There has been a lot of case law on the issue of
animus under 42 U.S.C., section 1985(3). Most recently, in the Bray
case, where among other things Justice Scalia specifically said that
there need not be animosity or hostile motivation in order to constitute animus; that it's sufficient if there is a group-based motivation, and it need not be subjectively hostile.
It gives the example of people who want to prevent women from
being attorneys in order to protect women from the unpleasantness
and sordidness of legal proceedings, that would constitute animus
based on gender, even though it's subjectively benign.
There has been a series of cases decided on this issue that we
feel are adequate to give guidance to the Federal judges. It is Si g-

nificant that the addition of the term "animus" to the Senate bill
was sufficient for the Federal judges to withdraw their opposition
to the bill, and they have now said that they view the term "animus" as offering them enough specificity to permit them to decide
the cases.
Mr. EDWARDS. We welcome the gentleman from Massachusetts,
Mr. Frank.
Mr. FRANK. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
To Ms. Symonds, I haven't had a chance to read your statement,
and I apologize that I wasn't able to hear it.
I understand some of the concerns, but let me ask, does this do
harm, in your judgment? I mean, you raised some questions, and
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the are important questions. But from the stand point, particularly, of the American Civil Liberties Union, would this, if enacted
jeopardize some particular civil liberty, and if so, which one and
ow?
Ms. SYMONDS. On the whole, probably not. That's why we don't
formally oppose it. Maybe we are splitting hairs here, and perhaps
our position is justMr. FRANK. One of my colleagues with regard to NAFTA would
like to be able to answer, "On the whole, probably." We'll have to
put that on the scoreboard.
[Laughter.]
Ms. SYMONDS. We don't formally oppose this, because we
don'tMr. FRANK. Do you informally oppose it?
Ms. SYMONDS. In a way.
[Laughter.]
Ms. SYMONDS. We're asking what we think are tough questions
here, and we don't support it.
Mr. FRANK. Well, I understand, Ms. Symonds. But when I go before my constituents and say,"I'm going to show you my argument,
and I'm going to ask you a bunch of tough questions," by now they
know enough to know that I'm trying to duck them.
Ms. SYMONDS. No, we're not trying to duck you. What we're trying to do is grapple with a phenomenonally complex piece of legislation. I can t tell you how many hours I and other lawyers in my
office have spent thinking about this, researching it, analyzing it.
I'm just not sure it's a yes or no, up or down issue.
Mr. FRANK. But as you realize, of course, it is for us. But your
arguments, I don't mean to denigrate them, because I appreciate
the time you've given, and particularly some of your volunteer attorneys who do this out of their own commitment to the public
good. So we are talking within that framework.
But it sort of does violence to a conceptual framework of the law
rather than damage to individual civil liberties?
Ms. SYMONDS. I m sorry, I want to be sure I understood what you
said. I'm not sure I heard you correctly, but I think you're right.
Mr. FRANK. Is it more to the kind of concept of good lawyering
and good law rather than harm to any civil liberty? That is, it may
seem to you a little sloppy, but not damaging or dangerous?
Ms. SYMONDS. I think that's right. I would frame it this way.
Passage of title III will not reduce the civil liberties of the litigants
involved. But I think the additional question for this committee is,
is it good public policy. I think it's on that basis that I bring my
questions to you" for your consideration.
Mr. FRANK. That may be why you're not taking a formal position
for the Civil Libertic , Union. Seriously, because it's not a civil liberties question, it's more a lawyer's concern about the shape and
state of the law.
Ms. SYMONDS. That's right. I'm here because it has a civil liberties context, and the litigation of civil rights claims is something
that, as you know, we are actively involved in. But this is not
unconstitutional.
f
Mr. FRANK. I must say, in the hate crime sentencing, I had concerns, and the chairman of the subcommittee had concerns, and in

fact the ranking member offered some amendments which I welcjmed, because I think they reduced some of our civil liberties concerns, free speech.
I just want to make it clear, and I don't mean to suggest to the
contrary, but I think it is important to have this for the record.
You're not suggesting that there is any chilling effect or any interference with freedom of expression or anything like that in this
legislation?
Ms. SYMON)s. Let me qualify that. That's correct, except there
may be a couple of evidentiary matters that could potentially go to
expression, and if I had just a minute, I could go over those.
One, we have a question as to whether if a defendant had been
shown to be reading certain magazines such as Playboy or pornographic materials; is that relevant to evidence? If the answer is
yes, perhaps there is a first amendment question there.
The second question is, if membership in certain organizations
can be used as relevant evidence, that also may have first amendment repercussions. But those are the only ones we have identified.
Mr. FRANK. I must say, I would agree with your concerns, and
I wouldn't think the magazines ought to be relevant, but that's a
more general question than this legislation, it would seem to me.
I mean, that's something we would have to address-those questions would exist whether we pass that legislation or not, because
there are other contexts in which those are viewed, for instance,
hate crime sentencing.
Ms. SYMON|)S. That's correct, but I think if this type of civil
rights claim is more likely to generate that type of evidence that
a plaintiff would want to put in. And I don't know the answer to
the question I'm posing.
Mr. FIANK. I would agree with you, that I would not want there
to be some kind of general right to go looking at what you were
reading and infer from that. It may be that we would want to address that as things move along, to make some statements about
what would and wouldn't be evidentiary.
But other than that, you don't see in and of itself any kind of
problem?
Ms. SYMONDS. Right. Other than the reading materials issue and
the membership in organizations issue, I see no first amendment
issue here that concerns me.
Mr. FNANK. Now, on the reading materials, I can see that; membership in organizations, I can't. I don't know what organization.
What organizations would be?
Ms. SYMONDS. I don't know. The Senate report, when it talks
about the kind of proof used in 1985, in three race cases, talks
about membership in white supremacist organizations. Now, if
there are some organizations that also have an antiwoman component but that participate in protected constitutional activity, there
may be a problem if the plaintiff wants to put in the recordMr. FRANK. I understand.
Ms. SYMONDS [continuing]. That the defendant was a member of
that organization.
Mr. FRANl. I would certainly want to address that with regard
to reading material.

Mr.
you.

EDWARDS.

The time of the gentleman has expired. Thank

Mr. FRANK. Thank you.

Mr. EDWARDS. Thank you very much. I wish we could ask some
more questions, but we have four more witnesses, and thanks very
much. We might submit something in writing to you.
Next is James Turner, the Acting Assistant Attorney General of
the Civil Rights Division of the Department of Justice here in
Washington, who has been a friend and confidant and expert witness before this committee for many, many years.
He always provides us with valuable incisive testimony. We consider him a good friend and a wise and good lawyer.
Mr. Turner, we welcome you. Without objection, your full ,tatement will be made a part of the record, and we're on a short time
leash, so you may proceed.

Mr. HYDE.

Mr. HYDE. Mr. Chairman, if I may, I have a meeting I must attend at 2:30. I really want to hear what Mr. Turner has to say, and
my counsel has pledged to take real good notes, for which I am always grateful. I would ask unanimous consent to insert in the
record a statement on H.R. 1237 which we have already voted out,
and I would like it to appear in the record at an appropriate place.
Mr. EDWARDS. Without objection, so ordered.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Hyde follows:]

STATEMENT OF THE HONORABLE HENRY J. HYDE
ON H.R. 1237
THE "NATIONAL CHILD PROTECTION ACT OF 1993"
November 16, 1993
The National Child Protection Act will help to keep those
who prey upon youth from being put into positions of trust
involving children.

Experience shows that individuals who have

engaged in the sexual or physical abuse of children in the past
are far more likely to do so in the future.

This legislation is

designed to insure that adults who are entrusted with the care of
children -- whether on a volunteer basis or for pay -- do not
have a record of child abuse or other crimes which would make it
dangerous to allow them to provide child care.

The Chairman will be offering an amendment in the nature of
a substitute which addresses some of the concerns raised by
volunteer organizations and state legislators at the hearing held
by the Subcommittee earlier this year.

I support his effort and

hope that we can see this legislation enacted into law before the
close of the session.

Mr. HYDE. I also have an opening statement on this title III,
H.R. 1133, which I would ask unanimous consent to be inserted fol-

lowing your statement.

Mr. EDWARDS. Without objection, so ordered.
[The opening statements of Mr. Edwards, Mr. Hyde, and Mrs.
Schroeder follow:]
OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. DON EDWARDS, A REPRESENTATIVE
IN CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA, AND CHAIRMAN,
SUBCOMMITTEE ON CIVIL AND CONSTITUTIONAL RIGHTS

TODAY THE SUBCOMMITTEE IS HOLDING
ON THE CIVIL RIGHTS
A HEARING
PROVISIONS OF THE VIOLENCE AGAINST
WOMEN ACT, SPONSORED BY OUR GOOD
FRIEND AND SUBCOMMITTEE COLLEAGUE,
SHE AND I HAVE
PAT SCHROEDER.
WORKED TOGETHER OVER THE YEARS ON
MANY WOMEN'S RIGHTS ISSUES, AND !
SUPPORT HER EFFORTS IN THIS AREA AS
WELL.
HAS
SUBCOMMITTEE
THE CRIME
REPORTED ITS PORTIONS OF THE BILL TO
THE FULL COMMITTEE, WHICH MEETS
THIS
TOMORROW ON THOSE SECTIONS.
SUBCOMMITTEE HAS A RESPONSIBILITY TO
REVIEW THE CIVIL RIGHTS PROVISIONS IN
THIS BILL BEFORE PROCEEDING FURTHER. I
KNOW THAT THERE IS STRONG SUPPORT
FOR THESE PROVISIONS, AND ALSO SOME
EXPRESSIONS OF CONCERN ABOUT THEM.
IT IS IMPORTANT THAT THESE VIEWS BE

AIRED BEFORE THE COMMITTEE ACTS.
I WELCOME ALL OF OUR WITNESSES
AND APOLOGIZE FOR THE SHORT NOTICE OF
SOMETIMES,
HEARING.
THIS
ARE
THESE EVENTS
UNFORTUNATELY,
BEYOND OUR CONTROL.
I ALSO REGRET THAT THERE ARE
SEVERAL OTHER WITNESSES WHO WOULD
HAVE LIKED TO TESTIFY BUT, BECAUSE OF
THE TIME PROBLEMS, WERE UNABLE TO DO
SO. FOR EXAMPLE, I WOULD HAVE LIKED
TO HAVE HEARD FROM THE FEDERAL
ON THE IMPACT OF THESE
JUDGES
PROVISIONS ON THE FEDERAL COURTS,
AND FROM THE CONFERENCE OF STATE
CHIEF JUSTICES, WHICH OPPOSES "JHESE
PROVISIONS FOR A VARIETY OF REASONS.

STATEMENT OF HON. HENRY J. HYDE
ON TITLE

II, H.R. 1133, "VIOLENCE AGAINST WOMEN ACT"
November 16, 1993

Title III of H.R. 1133, the Violence Against Women Act
creates a federal civil rights action where a crime of violence
has been committed based on gender.

A prevailing plaintiff may

obtain compensatory damages, punitive damages, injunctive relief,
declaratory relief or any combination thereof.

Today's hearing will allow us to look into some of the
serious questions that have been raised about the creation of a
federal civil rights cause of action for gender-motivated
violence.

What standard ofintent is required under the law?

What kind of evidence is required to show that gender "animus"
motivated-4he crime?

What effect, if any, will this seemingly

more stringent intent standard have on other federal civil rights
actions?

Are all crimes of sexual violence automatically covered

under the statute, or are there some limits on the types of acts
that will be covered?

Is there evidence that state law tort

remedies inadequately protect the rights of women?
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Although I am a co-sponsor ,f H.R. 1133, I am sensitive to
the need to provide solid answers to these important questions.
I want to thank the Chairman for holding this hearing since it
appears that H.R. 1133 will be considered by the Full Committee
without this Subcommittee ever having reported the Title of the
bill that is within our jurisdiction.

I want to thank each of the witnesses for agreeing to
testify on such short notice.

We appreciate your taking the time

to appear before us and look forward to hearing your testimony.

STATEMENT OF REPRESENTATIVE PAT SCHROEDER
ON THE CIVIL RIGHTS PROVISIONS
OF THE VIOLENCE AGAINST WOMEN ACT OF 1993
Judiciary Subcommittee on Civil and Constitutional Rights
NOVEMBER 16, 1993
Last spring acts of violence against women were recognized as
human rights abuses by the United Nations. Female genital
mutilation, rape, gender discrimination in courts and legal
statutes, and equal access to resources will no longer be ignored
by the international community.
Now, how about our community here at home?
Today we are considering the merits of a new civil rights statute
protecting individuals from violence motivated by gender.
This Committee has already recognized that women are often the
victims of violent attacks because they are women. Twice we have
passed the Hate Crimes Sentencing Enhancement and twice we have
included crimes motivated by gender. Hate crimes motivated by
gender were excluded from the Hate Crimes Statistics Act because
this Committee thought there would be too many to count.
It is true that women are more often the victims of violence.
*

*
*

Over the past decade the rape rate has risen four times
as fast as the total crime rate.
A woman is 20 times more likely to be raped in the
United States than in Japan; and the U.S. rape rate is
13 times higher than Great Britain's and four times
higher than Germany's.
Violence will occur at least once in two-thirds of all
marriages.
In the United State, a woman is more likely to be
assaulted, injured, raped, or killed by a male partner
than any other assailant.
Between 22-35 percent of women who visit the emergency
rooms are there because of symptoms related to on-going
abuse.
1--4
percent of domestic violence victims sustain injury,
compared to 27 percent injured in cases of assault by
non-intimates.

FAILURE OF STATE COURTS
*
*

*

Less than 40 percent of reported rapes result in
arrest.
The crnvi-on rate fcr rape is only 3 percent; the
co2.:ctcn rate ..r r:zery is 18 percent.
An
2,-------:: :: 4 ,:
women are beaten to dea:h
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every year.
I. This committee has already recognized that women as a class
of individuals who are vulnerable to bias crimes. And Congress
is clearly in the business of creating a second line of defense
for address bias crimes.
II. This language is somewhat different than existing civil
rights law. The act of violence doesn't have be taken "under
color of state law", nor does it require more than one wrong
doer. Gender motivated violence cannot be adequately affected by
exiting civil rights structures becAuse gender crimes manifest
themselves differently than other crimes--they tend to be acts by
individuals.
III. This language is narrower than existing civil rights
statutes in that this only protects individuals from acts of
violence that rise to a felony status. Other civil rights
language protects disadvantaged groups from virtually any
deprivation of rights, privileges, etc.
IV. As was the concern in Hate Crimes Statistic Act, opposition
to this has been raised on the argument that this will overload
the courts. As we know (1) reporting is already low for these
crimes.
(2) Many state already hate crime statues for genderbased violence. For example, California, and no cases have yet
been filed under the statue.
V. Some say this is of no use because the defendants will all be
poor. Rape and domestic violence and crimes that cross all
class, race-, and religious lines.
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Mr. EDWARY)S. You may proceed, Mr. Turner. We also welcome
the gentleman from New York, Mr. Nadler. If you have a statement, can you make it after Mr. Turner?
Mr. NADLER. I don't have a statement.
Mr. EDWARDS. Mr. Turner, you may proceed.
STATEMENT OF JAMES P. TURNER, ACTING ASSISTANT AT.
TORNEY GENERAL, CIVIL RIGHTS DIVISION, U.S. DEPART.
MENT OF JUSTICE
Mr. TuRNER. Tha.ik you, Mr. Chairman and members of the
subcommittee.
It's a great pleasure to be here today to respond to your invitation to discuss the civil rights title of the Violence Against Women
Act of 1993. This legislation would, as has been indicated, create
a Federal civil- remedy for crimes of violence motivated by gender.
The creation of a civil remedy for gender-motivated violence is an
issue that Congress has wrestled with for several years. To some
extent this is a question that transcends the expertise of the Civil
Rights Division. The bill would create a private civil remedy that
would not -mplicate the authority of the Attorney Genera, and
thus becomes more comparable to 42 U.S.C. 1981, 1982, 1983,
which create only private civil rights remedies.
We are pleased, however, to have the opportunity to consult with
the subcommittee on some of the matters raised by the bill. I might
add that we are currently engaged, as we frequently are, in a reexamination of possible enhancements of Federal criminal penalties
for violence motivated by race, gender and other characteristics.
The first point I want to make, and I will try to be brief in honoring the committee's wish, is that Congress has the authority under
the Constitution to enact this legislation. The bill is premised on
the power of Congress to enforce the 14th amendment and to regulate interstate commerce. The 14th amendment justification for the
bill is laid out in the findings that the Federal and State criminal
laws do not adequately protect against the bias element of gendermotivated crimes.
These findings are supported by the record created prior to the
passage of this legislation in the other body. They state a classic
denial of equal protection, and I would rest there. We can discuss
it if you wish further.
The findings also do not address the inadequacy of the State and
local civil remedies. The Senate report suggests that these remedies are inadequate in part because of State law immunities. It
also refers to studies largely conducted by the States of bias within
their own justice systems.
We therefore would suggest the addition of firidings addressing
State civil remedies on the basis that standard State tort remedies
have not been sufficient in this area because they are not tailored
to remedy gender-motivated violence, but they address standard
tort concepts such as assault and battery.
The House recently passed the Hate Crimes Sentencing Enhancement Act, which increases penalties for crimes in which a victim is selected because of race, color, religion, national origin, ethnicity, gender or sexual orientation. That bill recognizes that the

bias element of these crimes increases the harm that they inflict
upon society and warrants an enhanced punishment.
The legislation is also grounded in the power of Congress to regulate interstate commerce. Congress has broad power to act pursuant to the commerce clause. It need only have a rational basis for
concluding that a class of activities affects interstate commerce.
This standard, I think, is satisfied by the recitations in the
legislation.
Some may argue that this broad interpretation of the commerce
pcwer would permit Congress to pass Federal legislation prohibiting run of the mill street crimes, random street violence. This is
something we are prepared to discuss with you. I think there are
some fairly explicit limiting aspects to this proposed legislation.
One of the principal concerns has been that it would unleash a
flood of new complaints that would further inundate an already
struggling and overpowered docket of the Federal judiciary. It is
not possible to predict how many lawsuits would be filed if this bill
becomes law. There is no doubt that it would increase the work
load of the Federal courts.
Several elements, as I have alluded to, respond to this concern.
First, the crime must be committed because of the gender of the
victim. Proof of that must include a showing that the crime was
committed in part because of an animus toward the gender of the
victim. The full extent of this requirement may have to be fleshed
out in the case law. It would not be sufficient, in my view, to simply show that a crime was committed by a man against a woman
or vice versa.

In addition, the selection must have occurred at least in part because of animus toward the victim's gender. Webster describes animus in part as prejudiced and often spiteful or malevolent ill will.
There must be some showing of hostility toward the gender of the
victim.
Some ambiguity, I think, arises from the bill's reliance on criminal law to define civil liability. Individuals are given the right to
be free of crimes of violence motivated by gender. Conduct, however, is not a crime unless the Government can prove beyond a reasonable doubt that the defendant engaged in the prohibited activity. The bill therefore could be read as requiring that plaintiffs
proved beyond a reasonable doubt that their attackers committed
the elements constituting crimes of violence.
While the bill states that the element of gender motivation needs
to be proved only by a preponderance, it does not address the
standard of proof for the remaining elements of violence motivated
by gender. If Congress wishes to rely on crimes to define civil liability, it could state explicitly in the legislation which standard of
proof will be required.
This arrangement, in addition, also allows States to amend the
standard for establishing Federal civil liability each time they
amend their own criminal statute. I'm not sure that this presents
a difficulty of constitutional proportions, but Congress ought to be
aware that the passing of authority to the States will result from
this kind of provision.
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There are factors that do not limit the scope but in fact expand
it and the traditional civil rights bills have relied on specific federafly protected activities, such as employment or housing or proof of
a conspiracy. None of that is involved in this legislation. There it
is broader than the normal civil rights bill.
Because violence motivated by gender presents our Nation with
an enormously serious and complex problem, the response of government at all levels has been uncertain. Justice systems of the
States, from arrest through prosecution, have found gender-motivated violence presents a unique problem. Congress has also been
perplexed as to how to treat such violence.
In enacting the Hate Crimes Statistics Act, the collection of data
on crimes motivated by race, religion, ethnicity, and sexual orientation but not gender were mandated. The principal Federal criminal
statute prohibiting violent interference by private individual civil
rights, 18 U.S.C. 245, also does not protect against violence based
on gender. This provision recognizes that in some instances, these
crimes manifest the same type of bias that has been addressed by
previous civil rights laws under the Federal system.
While incidents of sexual aggression or violence may be fueled by
a jumble of psychological factors, one of these factors can certainly
be animus to the opposite sex. This bill says that where that animus can be established, the civil rights of the victim have been violated. In doing so, it builds on the foundation laid by existing civil
rights
Mr. laws.
Chairman, that concludes my remarks. I would be glad to
discuss any questions the committee has.
Mrs. SCHROEDER [presiding]. Thank you very much. I know the
chairman had to step out for a few moments.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Turner follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF JAMES

P. TURNER, ACTING AssIsTANT AT-

TORNEY GENERAL, CnVL RIGHT DIVISION, U.S. DEPARTMENT OF

JUSTICE

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee,

it

is a pleasure

to bv here today to discuss the civil rights title of the Violence
Against Women Act of 1993.

This legislation, which was recently

passed the Senate, would create a federal civil remedy for crimes
of violence motivated by gender.

In recent years, our society has

become increasingly aware of the distinct problems that violence
poses for women and the difficulties that women face in obtaining
justice after such violence occurs.

While Congress has enacted

numerous civil remedies for victims of discrimination in other
contexts, there is no comparable federal civil remedy for victimsof gender-motivated violence.

a -remedy and look forward

We support the effort to create such
to working

with the

House

on this

legislation.
Violence

motivated by gender presents our nation with an

enormously serious and complex problem.

As the record created in

support of this legislation demonstrates,
the

states,

from

arrest

through

the justice systems of

prosecution,

have

gender-motivated violence presents unique problems.

found

that

As a result,

all too often they have afforded victims of such violence unequal
treatment.
Congress has been equally perplexed as to how to treat such
violence.

For example, in enacting the Hate Crime Statistics Act,

Congress mandated the collection of data on -crimes motivated by
race, religion, ethnicity, and sexual orientation, but not gender.
The

principal

federal

criminal

statute

prohibiting

interference by private individuals with civil.righfe --

violent
is U.S.C.

100
245 -- does not protect against violence based on gender.
omissions

represent

recognition

motivated violence is complex.
federal

government

should

not

that

the

problem

of

These
gonder-

They manifest a concern that the
take

to

itself

the

task

of

prosecuting sexual violence and that these matters should be left
largely to the states.
This bill recognizes that many of these crimes manifest the
same type of bias that has been addressed by previous federal civil
rights laws.

While Incidents of sexual aggression or violence may

be fueled by a jumble of factors that psychologists struggle to
sort out, one of these factors can certainly be animus toward the
opposite sex..

This bill simply says that where that animus can be

established, the civil rights of the victim have been violated. In
doing so, it builds on the foundation laid by our existing civil
rights laws.
The legislation would create a federal, private civil cause of
action that could be pursued in federal or state court by a victim
of violence motivated by gender against the perpetrator of the
violence.

A victim would be entitled to recover compensatory and

punitive damages, and would be entitled to an award of injunctive
and declaratory relief.

These are the remedies generally available

in a civil rights suit brought by a private individual.
bill limits recovery to

the individual injured,"

Since the

itis unclear

!whether there could be any recovery if the victim were killed. The
Subcommittee may wish to clarify that point.
A victim could sue to redress injury suffered as a result of

101
any ,crime of violence motivated by gender,' which is defined as 8
crime of violence committed because of gender or on the basic@ of
gender

And due,

at least in part,

victim's gender.'
conduct

to an

A crimee of violence'

animus based

an the

Is further defined as

that would constitute a state or federal offense of the

type described in

1

U.S.C.

16.

There need not have been a

criminal prosecution prior to the filing of a civil

suit under this

provision.
One of the principal concerns regarding this legislation has
would unleash a flood of new complaints that would

been that it

further inundate an already struggling federal judiciary.
there

are

several

criticism.

First,

elements of

the bill

that

Yet,

respond to this

the crime must be committed because of the

gender of the victim and the proof of that must include a showing
that the crime was committed in part because of animus toward the
gender of the victim.

While the full extent of this requirement

will have to be fleshed out through caselaw, it clearly means that
it

will not be sufficient to show simply that a crime was committed

by a man against a woman or vice versa.

There must have been a

conscious selection of the victim because of her gender.
In addition, the selection must have occurred at least in part
because of animus toward the victim's gender.

Webster defines

animus in part as 'prejudiced and often spiteful or malevolent ill
will."

Thus,

there must be some showing of hostility toward the

gender of the victim.
This animus requirement establishes that the remedy is
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truly

10
a civil rights remedy.

It redresses conduct that is motivated by

bias or hatred toward i class of individuals because of a defining
characteristic -- gender.

As such, the remedy is similar to other

civil rights remedies for violent conduct.
245;

for example, in

race,

Pursuant to 1

U.s.c.

proving that violence occurred because of

the United States would generally offer evidence that the

defendant acted because of hostility toward African Americans.

That evidence might

consist of the defendant's

epithets,

in racist

membership

indicating

racial

hatred.

We

use

of

racial

organizations, or past conduct
would

expect

that

the

animus

requirement of this bill would invite the introduction of similar
evidence

regarding gender and limit

the occasions for recovery

under the bill.
It is

impossible to predict with certainty the number of

crimes that might be proven by a preponderance of the evidence to
have been motivated by animus toward the gender of the victim.

It

may be that victims will be quite successful at proving such animus
and we will learn a great deal in the process about the motivation
for

such crimes.

Or. victims may prove less successful.

The

evidence will have to be developed and evaluated on a case-by-case
basis.

Our view is

that the animus element should substantially

reduce the number of meritorious

actions and allow only those

litigants who are proven victims of discrimination in a traditional
sense to succeed.
The bill is also limited to conduct that would constitute a
violation of state or federal law of

the type described in is
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That provision defines the term 'crime of violence' to

1.

include @(a)

an offense that has as an element the use, attempted

use or threatened use of physical force against the person or
property of another,
that,

by its

or (b) any other offense that in a felony and

nature,

involves a substantial risk that physical

force against the person or property of another may be used in the
course of comitting the offense.

This definition is further

limited for purposes of the bill to excludedl( an offense against
property that presents no risk of injury to an individual.'
bill,

The

therefore, would extend only to conduct that presents a rsk

of injury to an individual.
A further limitation is imposed by the requirement that the
offense be punishable by a maximum term of imprisonment exceeding
one year.

This requirement that the offense constitute a felony

would exclude many incidents of domestic violence.
The bill's reliance on criminal law to define civil liability
might create an ambiguity regarding the burden of proof, which the
Subcommittee may wish to address.

Individuals are given the right

to be free of crimes of violence motivated by gender.

A crime of

Violence is defined as conduct 'that would constitute a State or
Federal offense * * * .8

Conduct is

not punishable as a crime

unless the government can prove beyond a reasonable doubt that the
defendant

engaged

in

the

prohibited

activity.

This

bill,

therefore, could be read as requiring that plaintiffs prove beyond
a

reasonable

doubt that their attackers committed

constituting crimes of violence.

the elements

While the bill states that the
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element of gender motivation need be proved only by a preponderance
of the evidence, It does not address the standard of proof for the
remaining elements of a crime of violence motivated by gender.
would be helpful if

Under these circurstances, It

the legislation

stated explicity what standard of proof governs these remaining
elements.
Additionally, the bill's reliance on state criminal law to
define civil

liability effectively allows

states to amend the

standard for establishing federal civil liability each time they
amend their own criminal laws.

While I

am not sure that this

presents a difficulty of constitutional dimension, the Subcommittee
may want to consider the impact of this state law predicate.
The bill
courts.

contains two more significant protections for federal

It prohibits removal of an action arising under the bill

from state to federal court.

This provision, of course, would not
but

limit the total number of actions brought pursuant to the bill,
it

does

address

the

concern

that

federal

courts

would

be

substantially burdened by these new actions.
The bill

also contains a rule of construction that ensures

that it

would not be read *to confer on the courts of the United

States

jurisdiction

of

any

establishment of a divorce,

State

alimony,

law

claim

seeking

the

equitable distribution of

marital property, or child custody decree.*

Thug, the bill

will

not work a major transfer of traditionally state and local matters
to federal courts.

As a result of the rule of construction and the

prohibition on removal, those claims arising in connection with
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divorce proceedings would be adjudicated in state court.
Having noted the factors that limit the bill.

it

is

also

important to recognize that the bill does not contain some of the
traditional limitations that have been incorporated in civil rights
statutes.

It does not require proof that the victim was attacked

because -of her
activity,

involvement

as does

in

a

18 U.S.C. 245.

specific
Is

It

protection of specific areas of commerce,
housing.

federally
not

protected

limited to the

such as employment, or

It does not require proof of a conspiracy or that the

attackers act in disguise,

as does 42 U.S.C.

1985(3),

to which the

bill has been analogized.
Yet,
scope

is

if

the bill is

to produce a meaningful remedy, its

justified because

gender-motivated violence

can occur

anywhere, regardless in what activity the victim is engaged.
while those who commit racial attacks often act
others, we suspect that it

is

broad

And,

in concert with

far more common for women to be the

objects of violence committed by a single individual.

The bill

does not require that whole classes of crimes -- such as rape -- be
considered bias crimes in all
followed in

cases.

other civil rights laws.

Rather, it
If

takes the approach

the victim can prove in a

specific case that the defendant's violent conduct was motivated by
gender, then a civil rights remedy is appropriate.
The Constitutional Basis
The bill
enforce
con merce.

the

is

rightly premised on the power of Congress to

Fourteenth

Amendment

and

to

regulate

interstate

The Fourteenth Amendment justification faw the bill Is
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laid out in findings in the bill that state and federal criminal
laws do not protect adequately against the bias element of gender
motivkted

crimes,

nor do they provide victipw of such crimes

sufficient redress.

These findings are supported by the strong

record created by the Senate Judiciary Comemittee.
One such finding notes that 'existing bias and discrimination
in the criminal justice system often deprives victims of gendermotivated crimes of equal protection of the laws and the redress to
which they are entitled.0

This finding states a classic denial of

equal protection, which Congress is entitled to address pursuant to
section S of the Fourteenth Amendment.

The factual underpinnings

of this finding have been developed in considerable depth by the
Senate Judiciary Committee. The Committee's report summarized its
findings

by stating:

*(In]

many States,

rape survivors

must

overcome barriers of proof and local prejudice that other crime
victims need not hurdles

they bear

the burden of painful and

prejudicial attacks on their credibility that other crime victims
do not shoulder; they may be forced to expose their private life
and intimate conduct to win a damage award; and, finally, in some
cases,

they may be barred from suit altogether by tort immunity

doctrines or marital exemptions.'
1st Sees. 55 (1993).

S. Rep. No. 103-138, 103d Cong.,

As a result, the Committee reported, over 60

percent of rape reports do not result in arrest and a rape case is
more than twice as likely to be dismissed as a murder case.

Less

than half of those arrested for rape are convicted, compared with
69 percent of those arrested for murder.

ILd at 42.

I do not
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expect that every rape would qualify as gender-motivated viglence
sufficient to

trigger a civil remedy under this legislation.

Indeed,

these statistics standing alone might be explained as

showing

something other

enforcement efforts.

than a

failure

The Coseittes,

buttressed by strong anecdotal
prosecutors and Judges.

of

state

and

local

however, found that they are

evidence of bias exhibited

This record plainly is

by

sufficient to

enable Congress to conclude that state and local jurisdictions are
failing to provide victims of gender-motivat6d violence with equal
protection of the laws and to enact remedial legislation pursuant
to section 5 of the Fourteenth Amendment.
Although the Senate report notes the inadequacy of state and
local civil remedies for gender motivated crimes, the bill itself
makes express findings regarding only the criminal Justice systems
of

the states.

The Senate report suggests that these civil

remedies are inadequate in part because of immunities.

It

also

refers to studies conducted largely by states of bias within their
own court systems.

See B. Rep. No.

103-138 at p. 42 nn. 52-53.

However, there is no express finding on the inadequacy of state and
local civil remedies.

This Subcommittee may wish to respond to

this oversight.
I note that the House of Representatives recently passed the
Hate Crimes Sentencing Enhancement'Act, which increases penalties
for crimes in which a victim is selected because of race, color,
religion,
orientation.

national

origin,

ethnicity,

gender,

or

sexual

That bill recognizes that the bias element of these
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crimes increases the harm that they inflict on society and warrants
enhanced punishment.

The Supreme Court has acknowledged the

additional harm inflicLed by bias crimes and has upheld state
legislation resembling the Hate Crimes Sentencing Enhancement Act
that increase@ punishment when a crime is motivated by bias.
Humnonain v. Mitchell, 113

8.

Ct.

2194

(1993).

See

The bill in

premised on similar recognition that violence motivated by bias
stands apart and warrants a governmental response targeted at the
specific problem-of gender bias.
The legislation is also grounded in the power of Congress to
regulate interstate commerce.

Congress has broad power to act

pursuant to the Commerce Clause.

It may regulate any activity that

has an effect on interstate commerce, even if the activity involves
purely local or intrastate conduct.
Minin

See H2ia v. Viroinia Surface

. Reclamation Ass'n, 452 U.S. 264, 281 (1981); Wickard v.

Filburn, 317 U.S. 111, 123-125 (1942).

Congress need only have a

rational basis for concluding that a class of activities regulated
by legislation affects interstate commerce and there need be only
a reasonable connection between that affect and the means chosen to
regulate it. See H1j

v. Virainia Surface Minina & Reclamation

A&s.'n, 452 U.S. at 276; Katznbach v. McClun , 379 U.S.
304

(1964).

294, 303-

The commerce power, of course, has been used in the

past to support civil rights legislation, including, for example,
the Civil Rights Act of 1964.

See,

.., Heart of Atlanta Motel.

Inc. v. United States, 379 U.S. 241 (1964).
There is no doubt that this standard is satisfied by a finding
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that violence motivated by gender affects interstate commerce.
This type of violence --

much like hate crimes based on race --

sends a powerful message that areas of our nation and certain
activities are off limits to women.

Women who cannot traverse

public streets without fear will also not use places
accommodation,

purchase goods, or conduct business in

of public

such areas.

Fear of gender-motivated violence restricts the hours during which
women can engage in a variety of activities and seriously curtails
their participation in the commerce of our nation.
Sdme may argue that this interpretation of the commerce power
would permit Congress to pass federal legislation prohibiting runof-the-mill street crimes.

Whether the power extends that far or

not, there is a clear distinction between the conduct addressed by
this bill

and random street violence.

specifically that it

Indeed,

the bill

states

does not apply to random acts of violence.

Violence motivated by gender sends a message to women that they
will be targeted for crime because they are women,
assaults

just as racial

send a message to African Americans that they will be

targets of violence because of race.
deterred from engaging in commerce.

Thus, women, as a group, are
The deterrent message extends

far beyond those touched immediately by crime to all women.

It

is

the bias element that sets these crimes apart and strengthens the
Commerce Clause rationale for reaching then.
Mr. Chairman, that concludes my prepared remarks.

I would be

pleased to answer any questions that you or the Members of the
Subcommittee may have.
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Mrs. SCHROEDER. Let me yield to the gentleman from Massachusetts for questions. Does the gentleman have any questions?
Mr. FRANK. I have no questions.
Mrs. SCHROEDER. Does the gentleman from New York have any
questions? Mr. Nadler.
Mr. NADLER. Yes, I have just one question. The previous witness
from the Civil Liberties Union stated that in her opinion the definitions in the bill were too vague, and that it offered judges, juries
and prosecutors, and litigants generally, insufficient guidance as to
what the standard of proof of gender bias for animus would be. Can
you comment on that?
Mr. TURNER. Well, certainly they are not abundantly clear. However, if you read the legislative history that was compiled in the
Senate, for example, the report in the 103d Congress, report 103138 says at page 51 for a cause of action to arise under title III,
a plaintiff must prove that the crime of violence, whether an assault, a kidnapping or a rape, was motivated by gender. With that
kind of language, f think there is enough for courts to operate on.
Obviously, it could be spelled out exactly what you mean if you
want to go further than that. But that's the general kind of lan-guage that statutes of this type have.
Mr. NADLER. What type of evidence would you think, as a couple
of examples, might be probative of motivation of bias or animus by
gender?
Mr. TURNER. Well, certainly, a prior similar act or e-vdence
would show that an individual was engaged in a pattern of this
kind of conduct, whatever he or she said at the time of the incident, expressions of motive or motivation, and could include gender
bias. You would have to look at the case, gather all the evidence
there was.
I think the way it would come up in a court would be, the plaintiff would allege that there was this kind of evidence that motivated it. The defendant would move to dismiss and based on the
discovery, it would be argued out before the court and the court
would apply the guidance that the Congresshad supplied.
Mr. NADLER. Is evidence of prior conduct admissible? I thought
generally we didn't permit evidence of previous convictions or prior
arrests.
Mr. TURNER. You might not in a criminal setting, but I think in
the civil thing it would be all right.
Mr. NADLER. I have just one further question. I gather from a
previous comment that in the Senate report it referred to reading
material or perhaps membership in organizations. Do you think
that the bill is meant to allow admission of evidence of what the
defendant or respondent, what books or magazines he read, what
movies he saw or what organizations he belonged to? Also, do you
think that under the bill any of that is admissible; and do you
think it's admissible under the bill and that it ought be admissible?
Mr. TURNER. I'm not sure but what you have to look at is the
case setting to answer that question, Congressman. Certainly, if an
individual %ad once picked up a copy of Playboy or some otherMr. NADLER. What if he had a subscription?
Mr. TURNER. If he had a subscription, I don't think that standing

alone is probative of anything. On the other hand, if a judge was

III

faced with that as one of a number of issues, it possibly could be
relevant in making this motivation determination in a civil proceeding. It's just-Mrs.

SCHROEDER.

Will the gentleman yield?

Mr. TURNER (continuing]. Almost going to have to be defined on
a case basis.
Mr. NADLER. Sure.
Mrs. SCHROEDER. What if he belonged to Skull and Bones?

Mr. TURNER. My department has no opinion about that,
Congresswoman.
Mr. NADLER. Can you give me an example of any other place
where what one reads might be admissible in evidence as to
motive?
Mr. TURNER. Nothing leaps to mind. I would be glad to reflect
on it and supplement the testimony.
Mr. NADLER. Thank you.
Mrs. SCHROEDER. Thank you.
I wanted to ask a question. I think what I heard you saying is
what I agree with, but I'm not sure. I want to make sure.
In civil rights, animus has become a word of art. We have had
animus in many statutes, and you don't frame out every single
thing about what animus means. I mean, it's been defined by a
long body of cases, in my understanding. So when someone says
"animus," it's not like a whole new word.
Mr. TURNER. That's right. There is that whole body of case law
that goes with that.
Mrs. SCHROEDER. So animus has got that definition. Now, I am
not aware of any cases where you establish animus by what somebody reads, are you, in civil rights laws?
Mr. TURNER. No.
Mrs. SCHROEDER. I'm not, either. So I'm not sure that that isn'tI think animus has been established more by what the person is
saying as they commit the crime.
I think a classic example would be the man who walked into a
young women's dorm and machinegunned 18 of them, screaming
obscenities about women, and how he was going to get even with
them or something.
That's kind of where it comes in, and I think the same is true
with race or the same with religious based or sexual orientation
based. Animus is always established by the acts, I think usually
around the action, to differentiate it from just a random act of
violence.
We clearly don't intend to include random acts of violence which
can happen against anybody. So animus then puts it in that case
law.
Mr. TURNER. I read that as a major limiting factor and the Senate report says that you would have to show it was due at least
in part to an animus based on the victim's gender.
Mrs. SCHROEDER. Right.
Mr. TURNER. A cause of action cannot be established by saying,
"I am a woman, I have an injury, ergo I have a civil rights claim."
Mrs. SCHROEDER. Exactly.
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Mr. TURNER. To satisfy the burden of establishing a civil rights
cause of action, the plaintiff must prove that the defendant's act
was motivated by gender bias.
Mrs. SCHROEDER. Absolutely.
Mr. TuRNER. That's my understanding.
Mrs. SCHROEDER. I appreciate that, Mr. Turner, because that
was my understanding, too, and some days I get very frustrated
thinking maybe I didn't understand anything. But I think that's
fairly clear.
Mr. FRANK. It should be clear that the burden of proof is on the
plaintiff to establish that as a separate element of the lawsuit, that
you don't proceed unless the plaintiff has successfully borne the
burden of establishing that the action was motivated by the animus. Is that correct under this?
Mr. TURNER. That's correct. In so understanding the intent of
this legislation, the administration does support the concept of this
legislation. If there is any way we can assist the subcommittee in
perfecting the language, we would be pleased to do so.
Mr. NADLER. Reclaiming my time, I have to say I think this is
an excellent piece of legislation. I was just startled as I walked in
the door. I think I heard orne of the previous witnesses say that in
the Senate report there is language indicating that what someone
reads might be probative of intent. I hope that we will clarify, perhaps in our report language, that we don't mean that, that you
have to prove animus and intent, but not by what you read or organizations you belong to.
Mrs. SCHROEDER. Absolutely. I don't think anybody intended that
to be, and I don't know where that is. I have not been able to find
it in this one. But if somebody can find it and show it to us.
Mr. FRANK. It's a 1985 report.
Mr. NADLER. A 1985 report?
Mrs. SCHROEDER. It may be changed.
Mr. FRANK. It also may be that reading is a less usual occurrence
in the Senate.
[Laughter.]
Mrs. SCHROEDER. Thank you very, very much, Mr. Turner, and
if you have anything further that comes to mind, sure let us know.
We appreciate that.
Mr. TURNER. Thank you.
Mrs. SCHROEDER. Now I guess well call up our final panel of the
afternoon. First we have Patricia Ireland, who's the president of
the National Organization for Women, here in Washington, DC;
and Ellie Smeal, the president for the Fund for the Feminist Majority. We welcome you this afternoon. We'll put both of your statements in the record, and each of you may summarize.
Ms. Ireland, do you want to begin?
STATEMENT OF PATRICIA IRELAND, PRESIDENT, NATIONAL
ORGANIZATION FOR WOMEN
Ms. IRELAND. Thank you, Madam Chair, and I want to thank the
members of the committee who are here. We certainly have appreciated the support that you've given and the leadership on this
issue.
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I would like to address in particular the concerns about the civil
rights provisions, and more specifically the importance of the civil
rights provisions of this bill. That's because I think it is critical
that this bill clearly identifies what is so often seen as a personal
problem is identified here as indeed a political or systemic problem.
It's very clear to all of us who see the bombings of NAACP offices, the vandalizing of synagogues, that these are more clearly political and public violence. But because so much of the violence
agnst women is behind closed doors, is a private violence, it's
often been, the political aspect of it has often been ignored. It's not
just a problem that an individual woman faces when she is beaten,
because she crashes her husband's car, as the ACLU put as one example in their brief, but rather a systemic problem that all women
face.
If one out of three women, according to the Senate Judiciary
Committee's report, will face violent crime in her life, I can tell you
that three out of three of us fear it. We fear every crime that men
fear, and on top of that, the violence and contempt that are heaped
upon us just because we're women.
I find the ACLU's failure to support the civil rights provisions
unfathomable. We have lots of experience in court determining
what the requisite intent and motive is, and how to prove it.
If the confusion of litigants and judges and juries is what the
ACLU fears, that is minor compared to the upside of signaling to
those same litigants and jurors and judges who, according to numerous gender bias studies, have a great bias against women in
the courts, that they have a boys will be boys attitude, and "she
must have asked for it" attitude that is pervasive.
This is not 1 study or 10 studies, but multiple dozens of studies
in State after State where much to everyone's surprise, they find
the same gender bias.
So I think that if there is concern that there will be confusion,
it is nothing compared to what we gain by giving a clear signal
that this is recognized as a civil rights violation and a form-of discrimination against women. I would note that, of course, some have
argued that the sexual harassment laws are confusing or cause
confusion in the workplace.
Yet a unanimous Supreme Court just gave us some very clear
understanding that that is not confusing, that if a defendant says,
"You're a dumb ass woman," as the man in Harris v. Forcliff says;
or, as in the example you cited, if the man is shouting out or leaves
a note behind as he is shooting engineering students who are
women, that because of feminists there are too many women in engineering, that this is pretty clearly proven, pretty easily established in court.
I think it's very clear that the current civil rights laws do not
work for women. Some types of bias that are identified under those
laws that apply in race cases apply equally to crimes against
women but are difficult to prove because of the conspiracy requirement, again with the difference being the public versus the private
type of violence that women often face.
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So I want to congratulate the members of the committee who
have worked so hard to move this forward. I was somewhat startled to hear from some members of the committee that they
thought this had been rushed to judgment.
This has been languishing for years and years and years. It's
high time and I think certainly if it can be moved forward, we're
in full support of the bill, especially the civil rights provisions that
this committee is addressing here today.
Mrs. SCHROEDER. Thank you very, very much.
Ms. Smeal.
STATEMENT OF ELEANOR SMEAL, PRESIDENT, FUND FOR
THE FEMINIST MAJORITY
Ms. SMEAL. I'm Ellie Smeal, and I'm speaking on behalf of the
Fund for the Feminist Majority. We want to speak in favor of both
the act and most particularly the civil rights provision.
For some 5 years, we have had a domestic violence project. I
won't go through all the statistics that have been presented by the
NOW Legal Defense and Education Fund, but we have been working particularly with bias in the police forces, and with domestic
of the
violence.
Our
work has shown that because
underrepresentation of women in the police force, we have less response to domestic violence and violence against women than
would-be if we were more adequately represented.
In fact, the studies show repeatedly that there is pervasive bias
against women by local law enforcement and State enforcement. In
fact, one of the most important parts of this bill is that it provides
a Federal civil remedy. Too frequently, the police force themselves
are unsympathetic to a woman's charges. In fact, most recently, the
studies that resulted as a result of the police brutality situation in
Los Angeles show that in fact women themselves can become a target of police brutality. Not only do the police not respond sympathetically, but when they do respond, it can be extremely hostile.
So to me it's very, very important that this provides a right for
women themselves ,to enter Federal court when there is no real
remedy being offered to them at the local level. The data is pervasive. It shows not just this police department but departments all
over this country where there is massive discrimination and hostility toward women.
In addition, our study of 911 numbers shows the massive need
for dealing with domestic violence. In major cities of this country,
we're talking about domestic violence being the number one reason
why you call a 911 number. Basically, we are looking at reports
suc as the Senate Judiciary report of October 1992, that shows
that 1.1 million women a year file police reports, and we believe
that is 25 percent of what is really out there, something like 3 million incidents occur.
So the need for dealing with domestic violence and all forms of
sexual harassment and dealing with hatred toward women is overwhelming. The police themselves, because the bias permeates our
society, are frequently people who have the bias themselves.
We believe that with what has happened in the past, the leaving
out of gender, for example, in the hate crimes statistics laws, that
this could help correct that error, and say to the country once and
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for all that hate against women in the form of violence is something our country will not tolerate. In fact, we sent out the wrong
signal in the past by excluding women from other civil rights protections, and I think this is an opportunity to correct it.
I would like to submit to the committee our formal testimony,
and also our study on the response at the local level by police on
violence towards women.
Thank you.
Mrs. SCHROEDER. Without objection, and I thank both of you. I
think you put it in a very important perspective as to why the civil
rights addition is terribly important.
IThe prepared statement of Ms. Smeal follows:]
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TESTIMONY BY ELEANOR SMEAL,
PRESIDENT, FUND FOR THE FEMINIST MAJORrrY
BEFORE THE SUBCOMMITTEE ON CIVIL AND CONSTIIUIONAL RIGHT
NOVEMBER 16,1993

On behalf of the Fund for the Feminist Majority. I wish to speak in favor orthe

Violence Against Women Acm. The Feminist Majority has worked nationally to end

violence against women for over five years. The Feminist Majority has educated the

public and law enforcement officials on the reltionship between gender representation in
the police force and police bnrtality and response to domestic violence and other violent

crimes towards women. Through the efforts of our Los Angeles office and the feminist
community, the Los Angelea Ci Council has passed a resolution directing the Los

Angeles Police Department to ahieve the oa of 44% women in the police department
corresponding with the percentage of women in the woriforc
The Violence Against Women Act provides important civil action remedies for
women who have been survivors of gender-based violence and crucial funding for a
variety of programs to curb violence against women.

Th civi rights provision in this bil isa critical recognition that women -. as a

class of persons who have been historically discriminated against and have been created

as inferior throughout time - are at risk of violence because they are women. This bil
will not open the floodotes to litigation. However, by giving women the ability to bring
gender-hate cases to federal coum the bill recognizes that gender-based violence exists

wa that perpetrators of this violence should face federal civil as well as criminal
penates.

Violent crime against women are of an epidemic rootin We Will ONo
recite
All Of the well-imown and well-documented statistics which aray have been presented
to this subcommittee by the NOW Legal Defense and Education Fund. But I do want so
shar with you the results of a study that the Feminist Maj'rity has just completed of 911
domestic violence calls. Incidents of domestic violence against women am typically the
number one r oh 911 is c&Ue Our study found that New York City received "

158,094 domestic violence calls to 911 in 1991. Houston, Texa reported an average of

168,000 domestic viole
al annuply. Columbus. Ohio received 65,000 domestic
violence calls in 1992. These figures are tip of the iceberg - many municpalides do nt

even keep count of domestic violence caft
October 1992 Seam Judiciay
Committee Report, Violence Agaiust Worwse&A Week in the Life of Amedca, showed

that mor than 1.1 mlon women filed police reports because of domestic violence
anually. According to most experts, as many as 3 million violent domestic crimes go
unpore every year.
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Th Violence Against Women Act Islegislation that is desperately needed to help
curb the violence that foes women to live in constant fear of their physical well-being
and indeed their lives Tide II of the Act is neessary both to ofcally acknowledge that
crm aalnst women because they are women are occurring and to provide women a
federal civil remedies to compensate in pan for the inefficient, ineffective, and often
unsympathetic police response at state and local levels I am submitting for the
Subcommittee our Gencer Bakce In The Police Force fact sheet which documents the
uent lack of response of local police forces to domestic violence, rape, sexual assault,
other violent crimes against women.
We urge the immediate passage of the Violence Against Women Act. includinU
the Civil Rights Provision of Title 13.
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TO VIOLENCE AGAINST WOMEN
hF Shel

A tender balanced police force. containing equal numbers of men and women asall
ranks. would alter the way police respond to violence against women and violence is
generaL Gender balance would;

0 increase police responsiveness to violence agtlnst women
* reduce potice'orutality
* facilitate implementation of community policing
CURRENT POLICE RESPONSE TO VIOLENCE AGAINST WOMEN:
Police culture is male in population and perspective - overalL 921 of sworn officers
are men and 83% are white.
In this male domain the absence of significant
numbers of women at supervisory. higher ranking command, and patrol positions
ias resulted In a police force that treats violence against women less seriously. a
negligence that female victims know all too weU. (Reaves. Brian. State andLocal
hliig@e a Lpaent2-l99fl. Washington. DC: US Department of Justice. 19921.
e 23% of women who decline from reporting their beng raped to the police do
so because they thought the police would be inefficient. ineffective, or imsensitive.
(Harlow . Catherine Wolf.
Vieime aeta
nr Vinlent (ime. Washington. DQ US.
Department of Justice. 1991)
eIn an internal investigation, the Oakland PUq1 Department found 901 of the sesdal
assault reports that were not investigated In 1989 and 1990 should have bes. I In 4
women who reported a rape or attempted rape to the Oakland Police Department were
ignored. ('Police Were Wrong in Rapes. Chif Says.' L.A. Times. February 4. 1991)
COMPARING WOMEN AND MEN OFlCERS:
Homant and Kennedy (1983) concluded that women officers were significantly more
Involved than male officers in domestic disputes, and les tolerant of domestic
violence. including marital rape. Women oftlcers:
& Agreed Significantly more than policemen with the statement 'resPonding to
family fights is a very Important part of a police oftier's role.'
* Made more of a point to inform women about shelter ba es and get them there.
e Were intolerant or significantly less tolerant, than male officers with the following
statements:
'Society should expect that a husband or wife will occasionally have minor
fights, involving slapping and kicking."
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"There should be no law against marital rape eccpt for legally separated
couples."
!A 1986 study by Saunders and Size found that of all police officers Intervlewed
-l9.9% being male- endorsement of traditional roles for women was signiflcantly
associated with views that victims cause domestic violence and that arrests should not
be made.
I

Women Officers less Violent More Fifectlve At liffusing Violent Situations

Studies conducted by Bloch & Anderson (1974), Sherman (1975), Hickman (1983).
Giennan (196,'), and Lunnenborg (1989) all conclude that women officers
less aggressive, and more likely to reduce the potential for a violent situation
]iAre
by relying on Verbal skills and a communicator rather than an authoritative
policing style
IA study of police brutality in the Los Angeles Police Department by the
Christopher
Commission found that of the 120 officers with the greatest number of use of force
reports, no women officers were found. And women offcets comprised only 3.4 % of
officers involved In 83 of the most serious lawsuits against the LAPD during 1986
t11rough 1990. The Christopher Commission study concluded that hiring women
police officers holds the key to substantially decreasing the incidence of police
violence. (Report by The Women's Advisory Council to the Los Angeles Polie
C mmlsion.September 1993.) +
* in a study of women on patrol, Sherman (1975) found "citizens felt policewomen
h ndled service calls, especially domestic flght, Letter than policemen. The citizens
felt the policewomen were more sensitive and responsive to their needs." (Sherman,
L"wis J. 1973. "An Evaluation of Policewomen in Patrol in a Suburban Police
Department " lournal of Police Science and Administration 3: 434-438)
G'ennan's (1987) study of civilian complaints made against the New York City Police
Department found that females "neither use unnecessary force at the same rate nor
ake they as violent as their male colleagues." While women represent 12.6% of police
force, only 5.1% of excessive force complaints were made against them. (Grennan,
S an A. 1937. "Findings on the Role of Officer Gender In Violent Encounters with
Citizens.' lournal of Police Science and Administration IS: 78-85)
REPRESENTATION OF WOMEN IN POLICING
compared to the percentage of women in the labor force - 44.796, women are still
g ossly underrepresented in all ranks of policing. Nationwide, as full sworn officers,
women constitute
* 4.6% of State Police Departments - 3.9% White; 0.4% Black; 0.2% Hispanic
* 8.1% of Local Police Departments - 5.5% White; 2.0% Black; 0.5% Hispanic
* 15.4% of Sheriff Departments - 11.9% White, 2.6% Black 0.8% Wispanic
* 3.3 % of all supervisors, 30% of these being women of color.
* 3.7% of all sergeants, 2.5% of all lieutenants, and 1.4% ofall higher ranking
command staff. (McGuiness, Kate and Donahue, Trish. Women in Law Fnforcement.
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WHY WOMEN REMAIN A MINORITY IN POLICING
* Women attribute their high turnover rate to a combination of discriminatory
practices, unequal promotional opportunities, and constant pressures to demonstrate
their competence and effectiveness vis-a-vis their male counterparts. (Martin,
Susan. 1983. "Women Police and Stress." Police Chie@W0107-109)
Warner, Steel, Lovrich (1989) and Martin (1989) found that:
e More benefits are available f,)r women in the labor force when other women are
in political decision-making postiis
..
* Change occurs only with a formal affirmative action plan .or a court-enforced
program
e Women are accepted as recruits in the proportion to their representation among
applicants, but they constitute only 20% of applicant pool.(Martin, 1989)
* Affirmative action policies impact both the size of the female applicant pool and
the number of female applicants (Martin, 1989)
TOWARDS A GENDER BALANCED POLICE FORCE
In agencies under court order to increase women and minorities, Female officer:
constituted 21% of sworn personnel. In comparison, women constituted 17 % of
sworn personnel n agencies with voluntary affirmadve action programs and 13% in
departments with no plans. (Martin, Susan, Women On The Move? A Renort on the
Status of Women in Policing Washington, DC: The Police Foundation)
* A Los Angeles Police Department report noted that its attrition rate for women
police academy students dropped dramatically-from 50 percent to seven percent-when women began to facilitate training sessions, and programs Included special
sessions for the concerns of women students. (McGuinness, Kate and Donahue, Trish.
Women In law Enforcement, pp. 256-257)
GENDER BALANCE AND COMMUNrIY POLICING'
Community policing is a philosophy based on respect by police for members of the
communities which they serve. Traditionally, police have had an overwhelmingly
authoritarian, almost paramilitary approach to policing. This approach has resulted
in creating antagonism ai&d hostility between police departments and Jurisdictional
constituents. (Greenwald, Judith Ellen. "Aggression as a Component of Police-Citizen
Transactions: Differences Between Male and Female Police Officers."
Doctoral
Dissertation. City University of New York, 1976.)
9 Researchers have concluded that increasing the number of women police officers
improves relations between police departments and their communities. (Belknap.
Jane and Shelley, Jill Kastens. "The New Lone Ranger, Policewomen on Patrol."
Cincinnati: University of Cincinnati, 1990.)
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0 Women police officers are more likely to be perceived as "friendly and service
oriented " by members of their communities. The superior verbal ability and conflict
resolution skills of women police officers reduces the possibility that minor Incidents
between police and citizens will escalate into more violent ones. (Neiderhoffer, A.
New Directions In Police Community Relations- Rinehart Press, 1974. and Unden, R..
1983. "Women in Policing - a study, of lower mainland Roy-al Canadian Mounted
Police detachments." ranadlan Police College Journal 7: 217-229).
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Mrs. SCHROEDER. Let me yield first to the gentleman from

Massachusetts.

Mr. FRANK. Thank you.

The question having been raised of the potential chilling effect
because of books and magazines that people have read and movies
that they may have seen, that this might be a factor, I think it
would be helpful to lay that to rest. What would your views be with
regard to that? Would you expect that in these cases that would
be a relevant field of inquiry and to what extent?
MS. SMEAL. Well, obviously, I think the mention was Playboy.
Reading a magazine alone would probably not show animus. But
I don't want to rule out the fact that if you would show a pattern
and practice that the person who committed the hate crime or the
violence didn't routinely read material that was denigrating to
women-and when I say denigrating, I mean as a class that
showed hate-I think we forget that frequently extremist groups
like the Ku Klux Klan have as many hostile attitudes toward
women and say it in print as they do toward race groups.
So I think it would depend on the specific facts of the case to
show indeed that this was not just a random act of violence, or violence because of a particular thing a woman did, but in fact was
against the class.
Mr. FRANK. I think that's an important distinction, and one of
the things I would say, in my own sense, I think it's unfortunate.
You certainly weren't the one to mention it. Somebody else mentioneu Playboy. Playboy doesn't belong in this category. I would
think it would never be probative in this kind of a situation if what
we're talking about is hate.
I think the fact that you said hate is very relevant, yes, if someone had spent a long time and had a vast collection of newspaper
articles that described women being badly beaten, that might be an
evidentiary factor. But it would be very limited to that kind of situation where you were talking about someone who had gone beyond
the expression of opinion and debate about issues, whether we like
the viewpoint or not.

But where there was a pattern, a sustained pattern, that manifested this kind of morbid interest in abuse, and obviously we're
not ruling that out. But I think we ought to lay the Playboy issue
to rest and make it clear that that's not what we are authorizing.
One other question which would come up, and that is, I'm not
sure of the law, but what of other categories, for instance, race. Is
race covered? Now, I noticed one of the statements we read said
race is covered only if that's done under cover of law. What if we're
asked to generalize with regard, say, to race or to physical handicap or other issues?
Ms. IRELiND. I'm not sure exactly what your question is.

Mr. FRANK. The question is, what would your response be if
someone said, "All right, why don't we amend this to add race?"
MS. IRELAND. Well, certainly, the National Organization for
Women, and I know the Feminist Majority Foundation, have strong
support for ending racism and homophobia and have worked on issues of people with disabilities. I would only urge that we not derail this bill for that concern that we haven t remedied every ill in
the society with this one bill.

-y~.
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I would note that, as Ellie Smeal did, when the hate crimes statistics bill was pending, we and others urged that women should
be included, and we were told it was moving along and it was too
late and too bad. I would just say that those who, as we do, believe
that we should extend civil rights protection based on sexual orientation and other factors, we should be moving on another bill or
we should be moving to amend this.
But I think at this point, having been pending for some 5 years,
it really is time to move forward with this bill on this specific type
of violence and hate crime.
Ms. SMEAL. Right now, race and national origin are covered for
this type of hate crime, if in fact there's a conspiracy or if you can
demonstrate there's a conspiracy. This particular bill does not include the conspiracy notion, because so frequently women are beaten or battered alone. In fact, we felt, and I think it was reviewed,
that if that language was added, that it would in fact not deal adequately with the way in which violence toward women is most commonly viewed.
Mr. FRANK. You added women to the other section?
MS. SMEAL Yes.
Mr. FRANK. Because the question would be then, what about adding, and that's because of the requirement of conspiracy, but the
question would have been then, what about adding other categories
to this category where there is no conspiracy.
I agree with Ms. Ireland's answer, but if I understand it correctly, it is that where you have a series of wrongs, the fact that
a bill only corrects one of a number of wrongs, as long as it in and
of itself doesn't make anything else worse, there is no reason to
hold it up. You can't always do everything in one bill, and therefore
it's worth going forward with a bill that improves things, even if
it doesn't solve everything.
Ms. IRELAND. And I'm not sure that the existing civil rights laws,
at least in the context of race and national origin and color discrimination, do not provide some good remedies. That is, I think
they have been shown to provide some good remedies as we just
saw with, for instance, under color of law with the second civil
rights trial of Rodney King.
Mr. F!RANK. Yes, but you don't want to overargue that one, Ms.
Ireland. You're not arguing that, I mean, there's a danger of
overarguing, yes, they do provide some good remedies. But still,
there will be protections for women here that others won't have in
other categories.
Ms. IRELAND. Absolutely.
Mr. FRANK. We don't always protect everybody equally, because
there are some nonconspiratorial haters out there.
Ms. IRELAND. I think the thing we have to look at, Representative Frank, and I think you're right, not to overemphasize the
point, but violence against women is different. Remember, as the
LDEF's testimony underscores, that a woman is six times more
likely to face violence from someone she knows. It is so much more
often within our own families, and the helpful advice to stay away
from dark alleys really doesn't do it for us compared to what we

face in our own homes far too often.
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Mr. FRANK. No, I think that's right. But I do want to say that
I mostly associate myself with your first answer, which is if you've
got something that makes some things better and doesn't solve everything, as long as it doesn't make anything else worse, you go
with it. I may remind you of that from time to time when we deal
with future pieces of legislation.
Ms. IRELAND. I'm sure I will face that again.
[Laughter.]
Mr. FRANK. I will accept that as the basis for going forward now.
Mrs. SCHROEDER. He seems too overjoyed that he got that out
there.
Ms. IRELAND. It's now on the record.
Mrs. SCHROEDER. Congressman Nadler, do you have any
questions?
Mr. NADLER. Thank you very much.
I don't really have any questions. I simply want to say here that
title III in particular is of extreme importance in this legislation.
The rest of the bill is, too. Having been in the State legislature for
16 years I have watched how we failed adequately to deal in New
York with domestic violence in particular, and how in 1986 the
task force appointed by the Chief Judge of the State came out with
a report on gender bias, bias against women in the courts, the report was called Women in the Courts, and documented a million
different kinds of bias and unequal treatment from A to Z against
women, and how painstaking it has been to try to get minimal improvements in that situation.
A Federal role, such as this bill represents, and especially title
III is of extreme necessity and urgency. And on the argument that
it doesn't solve all the problems-well, most legislation doesn't.
Mrs. SCHROEDER. Thank you very much.
Would Sally Goldfarb like to come back to the mike and clear up
a few questions?
Ms. IRELAND. Could we get our lawyer up here? Is that OK?
Mrs. SCHROEDER. Sure.

Ms. IRELAND. It's helpful to have the legal distinctions, if you
don't mind. I think for the one question that's hanging out there,
I would appreciate it.
Mrs. SCHROEDER. Go ahead, on the differences between this and
the civil rights protections for people in other classes.
Ms. GOLDFARB. This would be a new development in that this
law would not require either under color of State law, which is currently required by 42 U.S.C., section 1983, nor would it require
conspiracy as is required under section 1985(0). But I agree with
the other speakers on the panel that that difference is amply justified by the unique nature of discriminatory violence against
women, and that if we don't make that slight change, we are not
going to cover the problem.
I also want to add that the NOW Legal Defense and Education
Fund would welcome the addition of other protected groups to the
coverage of title III. But since it does not appear to be feasible, we
view the focus of title Ill on gender-related crime as being appropriate, long overdue, and we agree that it should not be delayed
further in the hopes of eventually encompassing all conceivable
types of discrimination.
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Mrs. SCHROEDER. I wanted to ask a question, too, about Ms.
Smeal's discussion of the problem with police. Do you feel that title
III will help us in getting a new focus among the police force as
civil rights actions at the Federal level did with police forces
post-1964?
Ms. GOLDFARB. Absolutely. I think that the educational value of
this legislation is so great because it will give a message to both
private individuals and to government officials that violence
against women is a serious problem, and one that the Congress
views
as an issue of equal rights.
. Currently,
we have a situation where, for example, as recently as
1990, the city of Oakland, CA, police department was routinely
closing rape complaints without any investigation. This was later
revealed by the press.
The reason was that the victims in these cases were prostitutes
or drug users. The police department decided it simply wasn't
worth their while to do anything about it. It's just the tip of the
iceberg in terms of the problems we're facing at the State and local
level.
This kind of Federal leadership, and particularly civil rights legislation, will, I believe, be an enormous impetus toward changing
attitudes.
Mrs. SCHROEDER. I think those attitudes are so similar to the attitudes we found in the military vis-a-vis women.
Ms. GOLDFARB. Right.
Mrs. SCHROEDER. I know we had police chiefs testifying several
different times about the problems they had on their force about
domestic violence; and if you weren't enforcing domestic violence
claims against members of the force, why would you do it against
anybody else? So this whole culture grew that made it so difficult
to crack.
Ms. IRELAND. It's not only the culture that is reflected in the law
but when I went through law school, I do remember far too well
learning what the rule of thumb stood for.
I thin we do need a signal to everyone in law enforcement and
in the judiciary and everywhere else that that whole concept, in
that case the rule of thumb was that you could beat your wife and
children as long as you didn't use a stick that was bigger than y.ur
thumb. It is one of those truly disgusting common law maxims that
we have inherited, and that pervades our system still to this day.
We all remember as well the case in South Carolina that was
going on at roughly the same time as the first King trial, the criminal trial of the man who had bound his wife with duct tape over
her mouth and tied her arms and legs and beat her and raped her,
videotaped it, and still the jury refused to convict. In that case, because it was a criminal case, they excluded from evidence the testimony of his prior wife that he had done the same thing to her.
So I think when we look at those kinds of cases andthe criminal
standing and the criminal rules of evidence that excluded that kind
of evidence and that left her without any remedy because of this
jury in South Carolina, it was the first case under their removal
of the marital exemption to rape, or the marital defense to rape,
probably still had it in their heads very clearly that a man cannot
rape his wife. His excuse was that she liked rough sex.
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Again that idea that women mean yes when they say no and that
we like to be forced is pervasive. This would be a very strong signal. But I think it would go far beyond the educational and symbolic value. It would be a very real tool for those who have been
working in the courts at the trial level.
Mrs.SCHROEDER. And if we were to take title III out of it, which
does the civil rights thing, then you think this bill would be severely flawed.
Ms. IRELAND. Well, I think the bill would be flawed, and again
I think it would send a very strong message that this is not taken
as seriously, and that this violence against women is not as pervasive and as problematic as we all know it is.
I mean, literally, women restrict their lives because of this fear.
It's a systemic problem that is affecting probably the largest group
of people who are attempted to be kept in their place by violence.
Ms. SMEAL. Every study shows that one of the major reasons it's
so hard to fight violence toward women is that it's so
underreported. One of the reasons it's underreported is because so
frequently the survivor does not receive any kind of sympathy, or
even decency in treatment from local law enforcement.
This allows them to go directly-and I can't emphasize, I think
I didn't do justice because I was trying to hurry-to the pervasive
studies, the comprehensive and extensive studies showing sex bias,
gender bias, within the police force. It isn't little problems. Fre-

quently, police officers themselves have records of abuse toward
women, and are treating them as a sex object.
In the Christopher Commission, after the post-brutality of Rodney King case, on the transcripts, it showed that police officers
spoke about women as a class in the most derogatory of terms.
They were quite as shocking as what they said about race. It didn't
receive the press coverage that it should have. But it was there,
and it was pervasive, right on the police records or the police recordings of what they say to each other. I think that there is such
evidence.
The exciting thing about this act is that it will provide another
remedy that women can go directly to court and not have this filter
that has indeed proven to be inadequate and biased.
Ms. GOLDFARB. If I may respond to your question, the Violence
Against Women Act is of course, a large bill and contains many important provisions. But in the view of the NOW Legal Defense and
Education Fund, title III that we're considering today is the heart
of the legislation. If that were dropped, in our minds, the legislation would be severely crippled in its effectiveness and its meaningfulness to American women.
Mrs. SCHROEDER. And then we're just tinkering around the edge.
Congressman Nadler.
Mr. NADLER. I just wanted to comment or perhaps ask a
question.
Ms. Smeal said a moment ago that the severe underreporting,
and you described some reasons why perhaps that might be true.
I would simply add also that if a woman under the current system
reports domestic violence, she knows that what is going to happen
is probably an ineffective response, and probably she's going to go
to a battered women's shelter where the experience will not be
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great. It's only going to be a limited space and time anyway, while
tebatterer or the alleged batterer retains the home.
Ms. IRELAND. Right.
Mr. NADLER. And that should be reversed, obviously, I would
think. But under the current system, it isn't, and frankly because
in a battering situation where they're living together, probably
more often than not it is the alleged batterer who has the funds
or access to the funds. She's in a powerless situation.
At least the civil tort claim aspect of this might do something,
not enough in that situation, but something to remedy the monetary one-sidedness of the whole situation.
................... _Ms. SMEAL. Especially in a case where this does cross class lines,
where they've received no remedy at all, but indeed, they could receive a Federal remedy that would be sizable. Some men of quite
substantial means have been so brutal, and there has been no
other remedy at the local level.
I don't think, this is going to flood the courts, but just a few examples could waken the Nation to these dreadful problems. Look
at what one Anita Hill did for the whole of sexual harassment. This
could give a totally different view.
But-by our constant failure to really call a crime what it is, b
somehow making it lesser because it deals with women, I think
sends just another message to abusers that somehow it is not as
bad because it is done to a woman, that society has not made a decision that they must correct it. I think that just the mere act of
this, putting it into the law, is saying that there is a civil remedy
toward hate crimes.
The reason why all of us have used the example of what happened in Montreal, the shooting of the engineering students by a
man who thought he should be there, not them, and yelling at
them that they were just a bunch of women and feminists, and
shooting them because of that, the reason we're using that is it was
so vivi. But there are many times that men do things as vividly
for a hatred of the gender that we represent. Yet, we have not really recognized this kind of act in the law.
Mrs. SCHROEDER.

Thank you very much. I see our esteemed

chairman is back. Mr. Chairman, thank you. I'm sorry it's been
such a frantic afternoon. I also want to publicly apologize, I guess
to ACLU's staff, they brought me up a message saying they had
shown up for meetings. So I am sorry.
Mr. EDWARDS [presiding]. Well, thank you very much, Mrs.
Schroeder, for carrying on.

I apologize for having to leave for a while. It was really a very

important meeting in Foreign Affairs around the corner.
Understand that you were excellent witnesses and helped us a
lot. I do wish that we could have heard from the Leadership Conference on Civil Rights. We've been counting on them and the

NAACP for man years. It's very disturbing to the chairman that
they won't testi on this issue. Maybe they have opinions, but it
really is important for us to hear everything.
But it is a real problem in this country. It is absolutely inexcusable. It's frightening that this kind of brutality goes unanswered or
relatively unanswered. Ms. Smeal, you pointed out that somebody
has to send a message, and I hope this message does it. I can t
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imagine that it would be overburdening to the court, because it
really has been narrowed considerably; don't you agree?
Ms. SMEAL. Yes. And that's what we all have said in our testimony. That's not the issue here. What is the issue is that we have
an epidemic, and we must use the weight of the law to really say
that it is wrong and it will be dealt with.
Mr. EDWARDS. I don't know if what bothers the NAACP Legal
Defense Fund is the fact that black Americans don't have the same
civil rights law protecting them. If a black man is beaten up on the
street, there is no law that says he has access to the Federal system, unless it happens to be under color of law, under old Reconstruction statutes.
I don't know, if this bill becomes law, and I trust it will, but I'm
going to do everything I can to make it law, if this will result in
a demand for other protected classes. This makes women a protected class. So far, women have not been a protected class of people as minority Americans are.
We hope, someday to have the same for people who have separate a different sexual orientation. It seems to me that, and I
think, Mrs. Schroeder and Mr. Nadler, that there is a real need
there.
However, the votes aren't there. That's always a problem around
here, so far. We hope in the near future we will have the votes for
that. But you have certainly made a step forward, a giant step, I
hope, and one that will mean a lot to our country. So unless my
colleagues have any further questions, we will thank you all for
your great help.
Did Mr. Turner leave? I'm so sorry I missed his testimony. It was
kind of the Department of Justice to send Jim Turner over. Jim is
not a political appointee. He is a civil service soldier who always
is there and works hard and gives us the value of his experience.
Thank you very much. The subcommittee is adjourned.
[Whereupon, at 3:15 p.m., the subcommittee adjourned, to
recovene subject to the cal of the Chair.]
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